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ABSTRACT

Evolution of the content and light of galaxies are

studied to determine their significance for cosmology.

A numerical computation of evolution starts from

gas with Population I composition; then stars are formed at

all times, at rates which are functions of stellar mass and

9
mass of gas in the galaxy. Discrete time steps of 10 years

are used, and 13 stellar masses. The stars are placed on

the H-R diagram according to their masses and ages; each star

finally becomes a white dwarf, while its excess mass enriches

the Interstellar gas. Different evolutionary sequences are

constructed by adjusting four parameters of a stellar birth-

rate function. Then ’galaxies* resulting from each sequence

q
of 10-12 x 10 years are compared with observed local galaxies,

with respect to colors in Johnson's 8-color (ÜBVRIJKL) system,

mass/light ratio, relative mass of gas, and types of stars

contributing to the light.

•Galaxies* closely resembling all normal types, Im

to E, can be formed with a stellar birthrate proportional to

the inverse square of stellar mass, and to the mass of gas in

the galaxy; the types differ in initial rate of gas consump-

tion and in the birthrate of very low mass stars. These types

can all have the same age, and do not form an evolutionary

sequence.
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Theoretical magnitude-redshift relations (m-z) are

constructed, for a variety of cosmological models, using the

computed past history of giant elliptical systems. Three

values of Hubble*s constant are considered, since effects of

evolution are greater if this is small. The color-redshlft

relation is also discussed, but effects of evolution are small

in the range observed. Inclusion of galactic evolution

greatly reduces the differences in m-z relations between

models. This is because those models with the greatest

luminosity distance at a given redshift also have the greatest

light travel-time, so the galaxies would be seen earlier when

they were brighter.

Many cosmological models are found to be consistent

with the observed relation, Including models also consist

ent with empirical limits on the mean density of matter, with

the minimum age of the universe Inferred from evolution of

star clusters, and with a steep number-flux density relation

for radio sources.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the investigation described here has

been to provide estimates of the effect of galactic evolution

on the cosmological interpretation of the observed relation

between redshifts and apparent magnitudes of galaxies.

The observations used in attempts to choose between

theoretical world models extend now to such great distances

that light travel-times of several billion years are involved,

so that neglecting changes in the luminosity and colors of

galaxies over such times is clearly not Justified.

Extensive calculations of relations between observ-

able properties of galaxies, for General Relativistic and

Steady State world models, have been published by several

authors, notably Sandage (1961a) and Glanfield (1966), but

these were based on the assumption that evolution of galaxies

is negligible. Some estimates of the effects of evolution

have been made, e.g. by Crampin and Hoyle (1961), Sandage

(1961b), Gratton (1964), and Eastmond (1965), but the arguments

used were rather simplified and aualitative. The estimates

published to date have not been definite enough to show more

than the necessity for considering evolution when trying to

choose between world models.

One of the incentives to determine the effects of

1
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galactic evolution has been that the General Relativistic

model which best fits the magnitude-redshift relation, if

interpreted without evolution, appears to be too young and

too dense to agree with other evidence. The best model is

that with A«0, q = +l, according to Sandage (1965). This
o

has an age measured from the initial singularity given by

9
t = y,42 xlO (75/H ) years, where H is Hubble’s constant

o ° o

in km , and a mean local density of matter given by

pk= 2 x IQ* 29
(H /75)

2
gm However, estimates of the

ages of star clusters (e.g. by Demarque and Larson, 1964, and

Woolf, 1962) indicate a minimum age for this Galaxy of 10 or

9
20 x 10 years, while Abell (1965) concludes that the mean

-30 2 -3
density of matter is probably about 10 J (H /75) gm cm”

,

and is probably not more than ten times that value. The age

problem is not likely to be solved by a reduction in H
Q

since

most current estimates (Sandage, 1962c; Sersic, 1962) are

greater than 100 km sec
.

None of the recent attempts

to find lntergalactic matter at densities near the required

value has been successful (Field, Solomon, and Wampler, 1966;

Gunn and Peterson, 1965; Kinman, 1966; Koehler, 1965).

The present investigation has shown that when

evolution of galaxies is considered, there is a wide range

of cosmological models consistent with the observed magnitude

redshift relation, and consistent with reasonable limits on

the age and density of the universe.

The galaxies observed at great distances are giant
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E and SO systems, but in order to develop a theory of evolution

of these types it was necessary also to study irregulars and

spirals. The evolutionary histories of galaxies constructed

here show that it is possible that systems with character-

istics of irregular, normal spiral, and E-SO galaxies all have

9
arisen in the same length of time (about 12 x 10 years) since

the start of formation of stars with Population I composition.

The different types are not found to form an evolutionary

seauence in the sense that irregulars evolve through spirals

into elliDticals, or vice versa. The type of galaxy event-

ually formed depends on the fractional rate at which gas is

used to form stars, and on the number of stars born less

massive than 0,1 solar units. The same T)ower law for rate

of star formation, inverse square, is found to be the most

successful in giving rise to all the types of galaxies.

The method used to construct evolutionary histories

of galaxies is described in Chapter 11. In Chapter 111, the

results of the theory are given, and the close agreement be-

tween observed galactic properties and the computed properties

of final galaxies of all types is described. Applications to

cosmology are given in Chanters IV and V. Chapter IV

presents the magnitude-redshift relations for representative

cosmological models, incorporating the evolution of giant

ellictical (gE) galaxies, and these are compared with the

available observational data. Some other observable relations

relevant to cosmology and affected by these calculations of

galactic evolution are discussed in Chapter V.
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Appendix I gives details of the stellar evolution tracks

used in constructing galaxies; Appendix II summarizes the

formulae needed for calculations with cosmological models, in

forms found convenient for numerical computation; Appendix

111 gives tables of the magnitude-redshift relations discussed

in Chapter IV. A revision of the observed colors of gE

galaxies, made by de Vaucouleurs (private communication)

after the calculations reported here were completed, is

discussed in Appendix IV.



CHAPTER II

CONSTRUCTION OF GALACTIC EVOLUTION SEQUENCES

STARTING POINT

The evolution of a galaxy should, ideally, be

deduced by following its history either backwards in time

from a known population of stars and gas, or forwards from

primeval gas. The former method is not feasible because

observable Integrated features do not give enough details.

The latter is also subject to great uncertainties, especially

as to whether the primeval gas contained helium (Peebles,

1966), and as to the nature of first generation stars.

However, evidence that the gas in our Galaxy was rapidly en-

riched with heavy elements at an early stage is provided

by the apparently normal composition of very old galactic

clusters (Johnson and Sandage, 1955; Sandage, 1962a). The

composition of most galaxies also appears to be similar to

that of local Population I stars (Roberts, 1963), and metal-

poor stars (Population II) are not important contributors to

the light.

Therefore, the starting point chosen here was gas

with a Population I composition. The fractions by weight of

hydrogen, helium, and heavier elements were taken as X = .708,

Y as .272, Z = .020, as deduced by Sears (1964) for the initial

11
composition of the sun. The mass of gas used was 5 x 10

5
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solar masses (M ), which is about the mass of a large ellipt-
o

ical galaxy, but all observable integrated properties are

independent of this scale factor. A rough estimate was made

of the time required for stars of mass about 30M to increase
o

the value of Y+Z of the gas from zero to .292, the result

8 10
being about 10 years and involving 10 stars. To allow for

10
these, 10 white dwarfs were added to the gas at the starting

point. These stars were found to be of no consequence in the

subsequent history, so the uncertainty in their number and

formation time is not important.

NATURE OF A COMPUTED SEQUENCE

A computed time seouence representing the evolution-

ary history of a galaxy from the above starting point to 12 x

9
10 years later will be referred to as a ’sequence*. Many

different seauences were computed, using the same program

after several trials had enabled a suitable one to be developed,

but changing four parameters of the stellar birthrate function.

Calculations were made in 12 discrete time steps of

9 o
10 years. At each time t

, j x 10' years from the start,
J

the numbers of stars, n
,

of mass born in the preceding

time interval were calculated, 13 masses being chosen to

represent the whole range. These and the already existing

stars were placed at appropriate positions in the Hertzsprung-

Russell diagram, with the number at each point proportional to

the time spent there, corresponding to a uniform stellar
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9
birthrate during each interval of 10 years. All stars at

the end of their evolutionary tracks were assumed to become

white dwarfs of mass 0.5 M
, returning the remainder of their

mass to the interstellar medium. The mass of gas, m_
,

remaining at t was also found, considering the gas consumed

in star formation and the gas returned by dying stars.

The change in total fraction by mass of elements heavier than

hydrogen (Y+Z) was also found for the gas at each time, con-

sidering the mass of such elements returned by dying stars.

The star numbers and positions on the H-R diagram, with known

bolometric corrections (BC) and colors for these positions,

gave the Integrated colors and luminosity of the galaxy at

each time.

Details of the stellar birthrate, stars chosen and

their evolutionary tracks, and compilation of BC and colors,

will now be given.

STELLAR BIRTHRATE

The stellar birthrate is obviously the most import-

ant function determining the history of a galaxy. Discussions

for the solar neighborhood, in terms of an 'initial luminosity

function', have been published by Salpeter (1955$ 1959), and

in more detail by Schmidt (1959, 1962, 1963). It is unlikely

that the solar neighborhood Initial luminosity function is

widely applicable: Limber (I960) and Salpeter (1965) note

that it does not seem compatible with the observed color and
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mass/light ratio of mast galaxies; also, the present solar

neighborhood is not typical of any whole galaxy because of the

large numbers of A-F stars which evidently are not important

in the integrated light of galaxies (de Vaucouleurs and de Vau-

couleurs, 1956, 1959; de Vaucouleurs, 1961; Roberts, 1963).

The stellar birthrate could depend on the local

density, temperature, turbulence, angular momentum, and magnet-

ic field of the interstellar gas, but no definitive theory is

available to give the birthrate in terms of these or other

Quantities (e.g. Burbidge, E.M., 1962; Burbidge, G.R., 1962;

Spitzer, 1965). Therefore, a function was adopted here with

four parameters, apparently providing sufficient generality

since, as will be shown, it can give rise to the main present

galactic types.

The birthrate function adopted gives , the

o

number of stars of mass formed in the time interval 10

years before t :

vJ

m
. ,

is the mass of gas in the galaxy at the start of the

11
interval (t. ), and m is the initial mass of gas (5 xlO

j- 1 g, o

M ). C is a constant chosen so that

(2)

£ depends on the star mass, and is calculated according to

a power law integrated between limits that are the geometric

means (arithmetic means of log mass) of and the masses

n i«
=c L (m

. .
/m ) I+oi

. m (1)
1 J -* 1 g,J-l Ki° gp

m
,

= A m
r
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immediately above and below it:

For of maximum i, the value of m is unimportant but
i i+l

was taken to be 100 M
.

The value of C was taken as
1

(4)

In eouation (1), q was either taken to be zero for
i

all masses, or to be given by:

(5)

where m is the mass of the star with mean absolute visual

magnitude in the range m to m . (5) thus gives a

i-1 i+l

greater oroportion of massive stars earlier in the galactic

history. The dependence of n on ras mass corresponds to

U

the law given by Schmidt (1963), with his parameter n~ l and

his parameter o=o (if all a in (1) are zero) or o=2 (if (5)
1

is used). These two sets of values of q will be referred
i

to by the value of Schmidt's fa', 0 or 2 respectively.

Power laws similar to eouation (3) are discussed by

Reddish (1961, 1962 a and b, 1965), who finally adopts x=l.s.

The four parameters of the birthrate function, and

their values used to give different seauences, are listed in

Table 1. Many of the possible combinations of parameters

=

x

(x+l)
dm = _ (m^m i+l

(3)

t - d

0 if m M

n=-
_

i ©

1 ? locr m if m> K
v i i ®



were not tried, because the results from others made it clear

that they would lead to totally unrealistic ’galaxies*.

TABLE 1

PARAMETERS OF THE STELLAR BIRTHRATE FUNCTION

CHOICE OF STELLAR MASSES

It was found after several trials that the 13

stellar masses given below were suitable. Solar units will

be used for vnass throughout.

ITas s ,05. This star does not reach the *nain secuence (MS)

but evolves into the very faint red dwarf region.

Mass .26. This star reaches the MS in the region of M 3

9
dwarfs, but further evolution is negligible, in 12 xlO years.

Mass .80. This evolves up, but not away froni, the MS, and is

10

Parameter Significance Values Tried

P Initial fractional rate of .0001, .01, .1, .3,

gas consumption, eq. (2). .5, .7, .9, .99

Y Power of stellar mass, 0.5, l.o, 1.5, 2.0

eq. ( 3 ). 2.5

D Birthrate of very low mass 10, 100, 1000,

stars, eq. (4). 10000

a Possibility of more mass-

ive stars earlier, eq.(5).

0, 2
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typical of late G to late K dwarfs.

Masses 1.00, 1,03. 1.06, 1.09, 1.18. 1.25. These are all

about G dwarfs at the zero-age main seauence (ZAMS), but evolve

9
into red giants in times of 5 to 11 x 10 years. For this

reason, many masses were needed to give smooth changes in time

of the properties of the galaxy.

Masses 1.5* 2.0, 3.0, 15.0. These all complete their evol-

-7 9
utlon to white dwarfs in 10 to 2 x 10 years. They evolve

from the upper MS into giants and supergiants.

STELLAR EVOLUTION TRACKS TAKEN FROM THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Theoretical calculations of stellar evolution give

the bolometric luminosity, L, and effective temperature, T
,

e

as a function of time, for a star of known mass and initial

composition. The tracks on the theoretical H-R diagram used

are shown in Figure 1, and the times at various stages of

evolution are summarized in Table 2. Details are given in

Appendix I.

All stars were given the composition X=.708, Y=.272,

Z=.020 at birth, for simplicity in calculation, even though

the interstellar medium becomes enriched in heavy elements.

The probable effects of changing the initial composition, or

allowing for changes in time, will be discussed below.

In this and the next section, sources of the stellar

evolution data will be described.
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TABLE 2

TIMES FOR STELLAR EVOLUTION

Masses .05 and .26. The calculations of Hayashi and Nakano

(1963) were used, with an adjustment of log to allow for

the composition differences: in accordance with the authors*

estimates of the effects of changing opacity, log T was

e

reduced by .01 at each luminosity. The track for mass .26

was interpolated in their Figure 2, ending at their ZAM3

point; above log L/L =.5» the track was interpolated in Figure
©

4-4 of Hayashi et al. (1962; hereafter referred to as HHS).

The final point for mass .05 was taken just beyond the last

point of Hayashi and Nakano, and the possible effects of un-

certainty here are discussed below.

Masses 0.8 to 15. Q« pre-MS. These tracks were all taken from

Iben (1965a)♦ with graphical interpolation between masses

Mass of

star

(solar
units)

9
Times (10 years)

Birth to
On MS white

dwarf

Mass of

star

(solar
units)

,
9

Times (10 years)
Birth to

On MS white
dwarf

0.05 - - 1.18 5.50 6.44

0.26 > 12 - 1.25 4.40 4.94

0.8 > 12 - 1.5 1.40 1.83

1.00 10.8 > 12 2.0 0.78 0.98

1.03 9.50 11.04 3.0 0.22 0.33

1.06 8.50 9.84 15.0 0.011 0.012

1.09 7.50 8.74
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where necessary. The composition used by Iben was that

adopted here.

Masses 0.8. 1.00. 1.03. MS. The tracks given by Demarque and

Larson (1964) for composition X=.67, Z=.o3 (case 1/H=l.6) were

used, but shifted in log L and log T
,

and correspondingly in

time, by the difference between these authors* and Iben’s

(1965a) ZAMS values; this was consistent with the effects of

composition found by these authors; log L was increased by

.011 and log T by .01 at each point, and the time changed by
e

a factor eaual to the change in ratio X/L.

Masses 1.06 to 1,5. MS. For mass 1.5, the track of Henyey et

al. (1959) was used, but shifted, because of the composition

differences, In log L and log T at all points by the differ-
e

ence between these authors* and Iben’s (1965a) ZAMS values.

This shift is consistent with that predicted from the calcul-

ations of Kelsall (1965) for mass 1.78, when these are used

to derive Increments in log L and log T for small changes in
e

X and Z. The times were also changed, by a factor proportion'

al to X/L.

For masses 1.06, 1.09, 1.18, and 1.25, the ZAMS

luminosities were calculated from the law indicated by

the results of Demaraue and Larson (1964), and then values of

log were interpolated graphically between Iben's (1965a)

ZAMS positions. The times spent on the MS were assumed

oroportional to mass/luminosity at the ZAMS. Subsequent

parts of the MS were drawn parallel to that for mass 1.00,
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for masses 1.06 and 1.09, but for 1.18 and 1.25 the track

was drawn similar to that for 1.5, since these stars all

have convective cores. Unfortunately, no more accurate

tracks seem to be available in this critical range of mass

where the structure of the star changes from having a radiative

to a convective core. The uncertainties are probably not

important for the integrated light of galaxies, however.

Mass 2.0, MS. The track of Auman (1965) was used, shifted

in loe; L and log T and changed in time because of the comp-
e

osition differences, by the method described for mass 1.5.

Mass 3.0. The complete track of Iben (1965 a and b) was used,

from pre-MS through core helium burning.

Mass 15.0. Iben’s (1965 a and 1966b) track from pre-MS

through core helium burning was used, and the carbon burning

phase was taken from the calculations of Hayashi and Cameron

for mass 15.6 (see HHS), with an adjustment of log T
g

for the

mass difference as in HHS (page 150).

White dwarfs. The approximation used was that every star at

the end of nuclear burning forms a white dwarf with mass 0.5

and the same composition, which cools as a degenerate body at

constant radius. The mass-radius relations of Hamada and

Salpeter (1961) show that for pure helium or pure magnesium

the cooling line in the H-R diagram is close to:

The cooling time at any luminosity is proportional to the

-1 2/7
.

composition parameter U. 2 ( n = mean molecular weight
r a ra

log L/L - 4 log T = -18.8.
o e
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of atomic nuclei), for which the value 1/20 was chosen.

Then the general equations, given by Schwarzschild (1958),

show that for this mass and composition the time is given by:

The rather arbitrary choice of composition parameters is not

important because at no stage does the light of white dwarfs

contribute significantly to that of the galaxy. A different

choice of mass would affect the quantity and composition of

gas returned to the interstellar medium, but for reasonable

white dwarf masses the change would be less than the uncertain

ty of observations of gas in galaxies, so would not affect any

conclusions drawn from this study.

STELLAR EVOLUTION TRACKS TAKEN FROM GALACTIC CLUSTERS

Theoretical calculations of stellar evolution

tracks beyond the main sequence are fewer and less reliable

than those for stages up to hydrogen burning in the stellar

core. Therefore it was decided, following a suggestion by

Woolf (1966), to use the red giant branches of old galactic

clusters to represent later stages of evolution of stars with

masses 1 to 2. The time required for a star to ascend the

red giant branch is so short compared to its time on the MS

that the cluster red giant branches can be regarded as tracks

of one star, the population at any point indicating the rel-

ative time spent there.

The four clusters and sources of data used were:

6 c

t=* 3 x 10 (L/L ) years.
o
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NGC 188 (Sandage, 1962 a amd b), M 67 (Johnson and Sandage,

1955)* NGC 7789 (Burbidge and Sandage, 1958; Arp, 1962), and

NGC 2158 (Arp and Cuffey, 1962). H-R diagrams for these

clusters were reduced from the observed magnitude and color

(V, B-V), first to corrected absolute magnitude and color (M
,

(B-V) ) using the authors* distance moduli and reddening cor-
o

rectlons, and then to (log L/L
, log T ) using the calibration

o e

data described below. These were compared with the calculated

evolutionary tracks discussed above for the MS of stars of

masses 1 to 2, and it was decided to represent the further

evolution of masses 1.00 and 1.03 by NGC 188; 1.06, 1.09,

and 1.18 by M 67; 1.25 by a track between M 67 and NGC 7789;

1.5 by NGC 7789; and 2.0 by NGC 2158. The calculated MS

tracks and the cluster giant branches were joined by freehand

sketches. For masses 1.0 to 1.5* the cluster tracks were ex-

tended up to the luminosity of the helium flash, log L/L
Q

=

3.14 (HHS, page 110). (NGC 2158 has stars more luminous

than this, consistent with theory which indicates that a star

of 2 would not undergo a helium flash.) Figure 2 shows

the reduced cluster H-R diagrams and the stellar evolution

tracks adopted.

The numbers of stars in the clusters were too small

to give reliable estimates of the relative times at each part

of the track, so theoretical estimates were used. For masses

1.00 to 1.25* the luminosity and structure of the core in the

red giant stage is almost independent of mass (HHS, page 109),
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so for all masses the time depends on the increase in core

mass, M
, according to:

1

where E is the number of ergs released per gram of hydrogen,

and X is the fraction by mass of hydrogen in the envelope
o

(.708). A graph was drawn of versus L
, using data from

Hoyle and Schwarzschild (1955* Population I star) and from HHS

(Table 6-11) at highest L, and the area under this graph was

used to determine the time at several points on the giant

branch. These times agreed within statistical error (i.e.VN)

with the numbers of stars in corresponding areas of the H-R

diagram of NGC 188, listed by Johnson and Sandage (1955)* No

stars are observed in the region corresponding to the top of

the adopted track, but the number predicted is 0.6. (No list

was published for M 67, and this is not suitable for comparison

being a less rich cluster. The luminosity function published

by Sandage (1957) does not provide enough information since

B-V or log T
g

must also be known.) The time spent by each

star at a point between the MS and the cluster giant tracks

was adjusted so that at the tip of the track (log L/L =3.14)
o

the total fuel burned would give a helium core of mass 0.42,

as required for the helium flash (HHS).

For mass 1.5, the relative times at points of the

giant track were taken proportional to star counts in corres-

ponding areas of the H-R diagram of NGC 7789, the cluster

being rich enough to give significant counts at all points;

dt = E X dM /L
0 1
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the total time was chosen to give a core mass 0.42 at the tip.

The resulting times were very close to those given by the graph

-1
of versus L mentioned above, which is a satisfactory

check on the method.

For mass 2.0, the relative times were taken proport-

ional to star counts in NGC 2158. Because no better method

was available, the total time was estimated by extrapolating

the ratios of times given by Iben (1965b, 1966a) for masses 3

and 5, in core hydrogen burning, rapid core contraction, and

later stages. The resulting time for mass 2 in the giant

region led to a total fuel requirement near to the limit avail-

able to the star, so may be an overestimate. However, this

star is never of importance to the total light of the galaxy,

so the uncertainty is not important in the present study.

ALTERNATIVE FINAL STAGES OF STELLAR EVOLUTION

Two sources of uncertainty in the above stellar

evolution tracks could have important effects on the integrated

light of the galaxy.

In constructing most galactic evolution seauences,

it was assumed that when a star reaches the end of its track

shown in Figure 1 it loses mass and becomes a white dwarf in

negligible time. However, there is evidence (summarized by

Deutsch, 1961, and Weymann, 19&3) that red giants are losing

mass at a rate which could slow down the later stages of

evolution considerably. This possibility should be con-



sidered for stars which evolve into the region of the H-R

diagram where mass loss is observed. Very red giants, in

that region of the H-R diagram, have been observed in some

old galactic clusters; Walker and Bidelman (i960) report on

stars of types MOIII and MIII-111 in NGC 7789, and Walker

(1958) reports on a variable of type MSII in NGC 6940.

The second source of uncertainty is the small

number of stars in the clusters, making it statistically

possible that such red giants as these are part of the

evolutionary history of stars with masses 1 to 2.

The effect of these uncertainties was tested by

computing some seauences with alternative final positions for

the stars. These positions had to be chosen rather arbit-

rarily, but they should provide a reasonable upper limit to

the effect on the whole galaxy.

The alternative for stars with masses 1.0 to 1.5

was a position corresponding to a typical long period variable,

spectrum M4III and absolute magnitude (Allen, 1963)*

replacing the previous tip of the giant branch. The time

spent there was such that the fuel burnt was the same as

before. The expected number of such stars in NGC 188 would

be about 0.5.

For mass 2.0, the alternative was the star observed

by Walker (1958) in NGC 6940 (MSII ,
M =-2.4). The time

previously at the tip of the giant branch was halved, and the

time at the alternative position chosen to give the same

19
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amount of fuel burnt; also this makes the number of stars

observed in NGC 2185 (near the previous tip but not at MSH)

not too improbable.

For mass 15.0, the time estimated by HHS for stages

5
later than carbon burning (6 x 10 years) was added to the

final point of the previous track, at M4lb.

The effect on the whole galaxies was noticeable

only in the far infrared (J, K, and L filter bands), where

there are observations only for E and SO galaxies. For these,

differences between sequences with alternative star tracks

were 0.01 to 0.05 magnitudes in the colors, which is much less

than the scatter in observations. Thus the comparison of

computed with observed galaxies is not affected by these un-

certainties in stellar evolution.

BOLOMETRIC CORRECTIONS AND COLORS OF STARS

The greatest wavelength range for which there are

adeouate observations of stars and galaxies is given by the

ÜBVRIJKL wide band photometry of Johnson and his collabor-

ators. The effective wavelengths are .36, .44, .55* .70, .90,

1.25, 2.2, and 3.4 microns, respectively. The necessary data,

BC and seven colors U-V to V-L, were obtained for all 136

points shown on Figure 1, as follows.

Graphs were drawn of BC and each color versus log T
,

separately for luminosity classes I, 111, and V, using data

given by Johnson (1964, 1965 a and b) and Mendoza and Johnson
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(1965), and by Harris (1963) for BC not available in the pre-

ceding papers. Then for each point in Figure 1, the BC and

colors were read for the appropriate log T and luminosity,
e

interpolating between luminosity classes where necessary. The

values adopted are given in Appendix I.

These data, with the bolometric luminosity for each

point, enable the integrated bolometric luminosity, magnitudes,

and colors of a galaxy to be computed when the number of stars

at each point is known. The absolute energy distribution, in

-1 “I

ergs sec micron at the effective wavelength of each band,

can also be found using the absolute calibration of this photo-

metric system (Johnson, 1965c).

The final point for mass .05 was taken at log L/L =

©

-3.75, log T
e
=3.33, with colors for that (M?III) given by

Mendoza and Johnson (1 965 ). The position was somewhat arb-

itrary as the star continues cooling beyond the last point

calculated by Hayashi and Nakano (1963). Since this star dom-

inates the light in the J, K, and L bands, several sequences

were computed using alternatively the colors of M9HI.

Changes in the integrated colors of galaxies were less than

0.01 except in V-J, V-K, and V-L, where they were up to 0.2,

but less than the errors and scatter in observation, so this

uncertainty is not important.

After the present computations were completed, a

revision of the stellar data (Johnson, 1966b) became available.

Compared with the log relationships described
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above, the new data are different in two ways that would affect

the properties of computed galaxies:

(a) There is a change of several hundredths of a

magnitude in the BC and colors for given log T
. Since the

6

values of log T used here were taken from theoretical stellar
e

evolution tracks for all pre-MS and MS stars, and later stages

of massive stars, the data for these should be changed

accordingly.

(b) There is a similar change in other colors and

BC for giant stars with given B-V, Since the red giants used

here for stars of masses 1.0 to 2.0 were placed on the H-R

diagram according to their observed B-V and My, their bolo-

metric luminosities and other colors should be changed.

In order to test the importance of these changes, a

galactic evolution sequence was computed with the same stellar

birthrate parameters as sequence E 2 (see Chapter 111 and Table

4), but with the four MS stars and three giants that contrib-

ute most light in U, B, V recalibrated. The resulting colors

9
of the computed galaxy at 12 x 10 years were reduced from

their previous values by .06, .01, .03, .01, .03, .03, .05 in

U-V, B-V, V-R, V-I, V-J, V-K, V-L, respectively. The most

important change is in U-V, and improves the agreement with

observed galaxies. The changes in far infrared colors are

not significant since the main stars contributing there were

not recalibrated, and since the observed values are from very

few galaxies (Johnson, 1966a) and are uncertain by several
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tenths of a magnitude.

These changes show the importance of having an

accurate knowledge of stellar effective temperatures, BC, and

colors. They also show that differences of several hundredths

of a magnitude between observed and computed galactic colors

must be expected, because of uncertainties in stellar data.

QUANTITIES COMPUTED

The following quantities were printed during comput-

ation of sequences, at some or all of the times t.; they were
J

chosen to make possible a thorough comparison with observed

9
galaxies at times 10, 11, and 12 x 10 years, and to show

essential features of the history:

Mass of gas.

Composition parameter: relative mass of elements

heavier than hydrogen, Y+Z of the gas.

Ratio mass of hydrogen/mass of galaxy, m
u

/m. .
.

xl t Oi

Bolometric luminosity,

Mass/light ratios in V and B bands, in solar units,

f(V) and f(B); and mass of hydrogen gas/luminosity in B band,

VB)
*

-1 -1
Absolute spectral energy, in ergs sec micron

,
at

effective wavelengths of U, B, V, R, I, J, K, L filter bands.

Integrated colors, U-V, B-V, V-R, V-I, V-J, V-K, V-L.

Stellar birthrates, n , for each mass m
.

J I

Those stars (i.e. positions in the H-R diagram,
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Figure 1) contributing more than 10# of the light in any

filter band, and their relative contributions, for qualitative

estimates of spectral features.

Number of stars at each of the 136 points on the H-R

diagram, so that further details of spectra, colors in other

photometric systems, etc,, could be calculated.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH OBSERVED GALAXIES

A large number of sequences were computed, using

different combinations of stellar birthrate parameters and

alternatives in star tracks, and then the resulting galaxies

were compared with galaxies observed nearby in time and

space.

9
The final age cannot be less than 10 x 10 years

after the start of Population I star formation, or no stars

have evolved up the NGC 188 track, which would be inconsistent

with our own Galaxy; also calculations showed that for ages

9
greater than 12 x 10 years earlier types of galaxies are

too red for consistency with their other properties, while

ellipticals would have too much contribution to the red light

from giant stars. Possible parameter combinations for ob-

-9
taining good final galaxies at ages 10 to 12 x 10 years are

surprisingly few. As remarked in Chapter 11, the alter-

natives in star tracks did not make significant differences.

DETERMINATION OF GALACTIC TYPE

The parameter p determines the mass of gas remain-

ing in the galaxy, and this property was chosen to give the

approximate Hubble type represented by the sequence. Then

25
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the conbinations of other parameters (x, D, q) were found

which gave agreement with other properties. The relative

masses of gas observed in galaxies of type Im, Sc to Sm, Sa to

Sb, and E to SO were obtained using p values .9, .7, .5*

and .3 or .1, respectively.

OBSERVED PROPERTIES OF GALAXIES

Table 3 gives observed properties of the galactic

types which the computed final galaxies were required to match.



TABLE
3

OBSERVED
PROPERTIES
OF

GALAXIES
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Type
(1)

gE

and
SO

(E)

Sa

to

Sb

Sc

to

Sm

Im

References

m

/m
H

tot

£

.001

.0001
to

.01

.01

to

.1

>

.1

Epstein
(1964)

Holm
berg

(1964)

Roberts
(1963)

Robinson
&

Koehler
(1965)

de

Vaucouleurs (1959,
1966)

f(B)
=

m

/L
(B)

tot

20

to

200,
or

greater
(2)

10

to

20

5

to

10

1

to

5

f

(b)

=

H

m

/L(B)
n

<,.03
(only observation:

NGC

4472:
.007)

.005
to

.05

.05
to

.1

.23

to

2

Range
of

B-V

&

correspond-
ing
U-V
(3)

.75
to

.95

.95
to

1.6

.70

to

1.00

.75
to

1.55

.45
to

.75

.25
to

.85

.2

to

.6

-.25
to

.4

de

Vaucouleurs (1961)

Colors
&

spectral energy.
U-V

(4)

B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

5

E

galaxies:
Mean:

Range 1.56:1.44,1.70 1.07:1.00,1.070.97:0.82,1.00 1.67:1.50,1.772.23:1.54,2.793.04:2.71,3.18 3.48:3.04,3.87

Johnson(1966a)
(5)

(See
App.

IV.)

Code

(1959)
Morgan

(1959^
&

b)

Morgan
&

Maya
11

(1957) Roberts
(1963)

Spinrad
(1962)

Tull

(1966)
de

Vaucouleurs
&

de

Vaucou-
leurs

(1958,
1959)

Contributing types
of

stars

<

50$
of

V

light
in

red

dwarfs
(prob-

ably
k0%)

.

40-

50$
of

R

light

in

red

dwarfs.
G8-early
M

giants,
not

dwarfs,
domin-

ant
in

UBV
(<

50$

dwarfs
in

V).

Red

dwarfs

in

R.Few
A

or

early
F

stars.
Few
A

or

early

F

stars.
For

Sm

(part
of

LM

C):

spectral
type

changes
BO

to

F5

in

U

to

B;

order
in

V:B0-B5,K,M,G.
From

NGC

4449:

type
A-F
in

B

wavelengths.
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NOTES TO TABLE 3

(1) The approximate galactic type is all that can

be Indicated. Computed galaxies were not required to have gas

and light characteristics corresponding to the mean observed

galaxy of any type, but to have consistent relations between

these characteristics. (See Figures 3 and 4, discussed

below.) Dwarf ellipticals were not considered. gE and SO

were grouped together, and will be referred to as ’E* systems

hereafter.

(2) Mass/light ratios for E and SO galaxies are

usually quoted as less than 100, but mass estimates are so

uncertain that ratios of several hundred are consistent with

the observations (de Vaucouleurs, 1966).

(3) The colors listed in this line of the table

are corrected for Galactic absorption and redshift.

(4) These are Johnson’s (1966a) observed colors

for 5 E galaxies. His observations on spirals refer to

nuclear regions only, so are not relevant here. Revisions

to the reduction of these observations are discussed in

Appendix IV.

(5) The photometry of Wood (1966) was published

after the present calculations were completed, but comparison

of the final E galaxies with this is given below.
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PROPERTIES OF GOOD FINAL GALAXIES

Table 4 shows the only parameter sets, out of all

combinations of values in Table 1, that gave sequences with

acceptable final galaxies.

Column (1) gives the name by which the sequence will

be called subsequently, column (2) the approximate Hubble type

(see note (1) to Table 3)» columns (3) to (6) the stellar

o

birthrate parameters, and column (?) the ages (in 10 years)

at which the galaxy had properties within the range observed

for its type. Columns (8) to (12) give computed values, at

9
age 12 x 10 years, of quantities whose observed values are

given in Table 3* Column (13) gives the relative mass of

elements heavier than hydrogen in the interstellar gas, to

be compared with the initial value, .292.
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TABLE 4

PROPERTIES OF COMPUTED GALAXIES

Seq. Type X D q Pinal

age

(7)

m
H

B-V U-V f ( B ) f
H

( B ) Y+Z

a) (2) (3)(4) (5) (6)

m
tot

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

11 Im .9 .5 10 2 10,11,
12

.21 .50 A3 3.1 .65 .48

12 Im .9 1.0 10 0 10,11,
12

.19 .44 .23 3.7 .70 .41

Scl Sc

to Sm
.7 .5 10 2 10,11,

12
.035 .80 1.18 4.8 .17 .56

Sc? Sc

to Sm
.7 l.o 10 0 10,11,

12
.014 .68 .75 5.7 .08 .57

Sc3 Sc

to Sm
.7 1.5 10 0 10,11 .013 .82 1.19 14 .18 .38

Sal Sa
to Sb

.5 .5 10 2 12 .0089 .87 1.38 5.6 .050 .59

Sa2 Sa

to Sb
.5 1.0 10 0 12 .0032 .82 1.17 8.0 .026 .53

Sa3 Sa
to Sb

.5 .5 100 2 12 .0018 .92 1.52 28 .050 .39

Sa4 Sa

to Sb
.5 l.o 100 0 12 .0008 .90 1.45 52 .042 .38

El E .3 .5 1000 0,2 12 I.OkX
io*

4.
.92 1.60 262 .026 .31

E2 E .3 l.o 1000 0,2 12 4.5 X

10“5
.88 1.59 516 .023 .30

E3 E .1 .5 1000 0,2 12 7.4.x
10-5

.96 1.70 266 .020 .30

E4 E .1 1.0 1000 0,2 12
10 5

.93 1.66 520 .018 .30
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Figures 3,4, and 5 show how closely the properties

of the computed final galaxies agree with those observed.

In Figure 3* all the computed galaxies shown lie well within

the observed range of colors (de Vaucouleurs, I96I), except

for Scl and Sc 3 which have rather larger U-V and B-V than ob-

served. The observational data in Figures 4(a) and (b) are

from Holmberg (1964), his color index being converted to B-V

by the relations given by de Vaucouleurs (1961). The agree-

ment between computed and observed relations is seen to be

excellent within the range observed (which does not include

the E systems), except that sequences Sal and Scl seem to have

too large B-V. Figure 5 compares the computed colors of E

systems with the mean and range for 5 such systems observed

by Johnson (1966a).

After the present calculations were completed,

narrow band photometry between and 7331-S* for 22 gal-

axies and 25 star types, was published by Wood (1966). In

order to check on the sequences used in cosmological calculat-

ions, integrated colors and line indices on Wood's system were

9
found for the population of sequence E 2 at 12 x 10 years;

seouence E4, also used in Chapter IV, is very similar to E 2

at this age, so the conclusions drawn for E 2 will apply to

both. For the computed star population, the colors used

were those given by Wood for the star type with the same B-V

and nearest absolute magnitude, and the absolute magnitudes

used were those of the 136 points on the H-R diagram. The
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data enable one to calculate 6 integrated color differences and

5 line indices. These are given in Table 5» and compared with

the mean values for the 7 E and SO galaxies observed by Wood.

The result shows agreement between observed and computed

indices: the mean observed-minus-computed is 0.00 magnitudes,

and root-mean-sauare 0-C is 0.04, compared to the root-mean-

sauare probable error of the observations used in the means,

o

0.06. The population of sequence E 4 or E 2 at 12 x 10 years

is rather different from any synthesized by Wood to match E

or SO galaxies, which is possible because there are 25 star

types to match 12 colors, and because some of the stars in

the seauences have different absolute magnitudes from Wood’s.

The main differences are the absence of horizontal branch

stars from the computed population, and the presence here of

many very red dwarfs, which give a much larger mass/light

ratio than Wood could obtain but are too red to contribute

appreciably at 70002.

The approximate Indications given in Table 3 for

relative numbers of giant and dwarf stars contributing in V

and R light were rather sensitive criteria for choosing E and

Sa to Sb sequences and ages. Further quantitative indicat-

ions of spectral and luminosity classes of contributing stars,

such as measurements of equivalent widths of lines, would

clearly be very valuable.
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TABLE 5

COMPARISON WITH WOOD f S PHOTOMETRY

Index Computed
Seq. E2

Wood's mean

observed E & SO

0-C

C
35'

C
55

+2.45 +2.45 0.00

C
4l“

G
55

+1.16 +1.16 0.00

C
47-

C
55

+0.44 +0.48 +0.04

C
60"

C
55

-0.20 -0.21 -0.01

C. -G
67 55

-0.38 -0.39 -0.01

c -c -0.57 -0.66 -0.09
73 55

L
52

+0.10 +0.08 -0.02

L
59

-0.09 -0.05 +0.04

L
66

-0.04 -0.08 -0.04

L
62

+0.05 + 0.07 +0.02

L
71

-0.07 0.00 +0.07



AGE AND STELLAR BIRTHRATE

For seauences with £ =.9 or .7 the changes in time

are slow enough that agreement with observed properties is

a

hardly altered from 10 to 12 x 10 years, except that Sc 3 (the

only good seauence with x=l.s) is definitely too red after the

twelfth time Interval. In Sa to Sb and E sequences, the

evolution of stars near one solar mass from the MS into the

red giant region controls the light of the galaxy in bands U

9
to R, and it is only after 12 x 10 years that there are

enough red giants to agree with the observations listed in the

last row of Table At this age, the Sa to Sb and E se-

auences listed in Table 4 have both enough giants contributing

in U, B, and V, and enough red dwarfs in R. At greater ages,

there would be too many giants contributing in the R band.

Thus there are seauences representing all the types considered,

9
at 12 x 10 years after the start of Population I star form-

ation.

None of the seauences studied passes through stages

representing other galactic types in all properties. For

example, the seouences finally giving E systems pass through

B-V values of the other types but have always too large mass/

light ratios for these types. While the calculations cannot

prove that the seouence irregular-spiral-elliptical is not an

evolutionary sequence, they show that all the principal gal-

actic types may have originated at the same time, but with

some differences in physical conditions that led to different

34
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stellar birthrates.

The stellar birthrate laws also may be surprisingly

uniform. Table 4 shows that it is possible to have all types

of galaxies with the same age, x, and q, in two ways: age 12 x

o

10 years, and either x=o.s* q=2 or x=i.O, q=o. The first

represents a differential stellar birthrate proportional to

m with the value preferred by Schmidt (1963) Tor q,

while the second represents a differential stellar birthrate

-2
proportional to m dm with a linear dependence on gas mass for

all stars. When q=2 there are relatively fewer massive stars

formed at later times, so consequently less gas, less enrich-

ment with heavy elements, and less blue light. The massive

stars are unimportant to E systems, so q makes little differ-

ence. It does not seem possible to obtain a good Sc to Sm

galaxy with q=2: the sequence Scl is the worst of any listed

in Table 4 for agreement with observed galaxies, having too

large B-V and especially U-V to go with its other properties.

Thus it seems necessary to reject Schmidt’s conclusion, which

was derived for the solar neighborhood only, and the most

reasonable conclusion is that one should take q to be zero for

all galactic types. Therefore, while other laws of star

formation are not excluded, all the types of galaxies con-

sidered can be formed with a stellar birthrate proportional to

the mass of gas present, and to the inverse square of star

mass per unit mass. The respects in which the types of

galaxies differ are the initial rate of gas consumption to
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form stars and the relative number of stars formed less massive

than 0.1 M
. The latter determines mainly the mass/light

©

ratio and the far infrared luminosity of the final galaxy; a

result equivalent to the large value of D for E systems was

found by Page (1964).

TIME CHANGES IN GALAXIES

Some representative features of the history of each

galactic type are shown in Figures 6(a) to (d), for the

sequences with x=l.o, q=o. The data for E types are from the

final detailed computations (for use in cosmology, Chapter IV),

smoothed in time where necessary because the use of discrete

star masses instead of a continuum resulted in some irregular-

ities. The data for the other types are from detailed com-

-9
putations at times 10-12 x 10 years, but partly interpolated

at earlier times for which not all the quantities were com-

puted. In Figure 6(b), the luminosities are all for the

11
arbitrarily chosen galactic mass 5 x 10 M

, but would vary
®

in proportion to mass if this were different.

It can be seen from Figure 6(d) that changes in

composition of the interstellar gas should not be neglected

for Sc to Sm systems if an accurate account of their history

is required. But for the purposes of comparing observed and

final computed properties this change is not important,

because the stars which contribute most light are formed

early. For E systems, whose exact history is of interest
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here, it should be safe to neglect the change. The rise and

fall of Y+Z for sequence E 4 is probably greatly exaggerated,

being due to the gap between the lifetimes of stars with masses

9
1.5 and 1.25 (1.83 and 4.94 x 10 years). For Sa to Sb and

Im systems, the change would alter the rate of evolution

appreciably, as discussed in another context at the end of

Chapter IV; but for the former only the stars formed early

are important contributors at the end, and for the latter

the evolution of the galaxy is slow enough that such changes

would not critically affect the comparison with observed

properties.

The absolute spectral energy distributions at

different times, for seauence E2, are shown in Figure 7. A

shift of the energy maximum towards longer wavelengths occurs,

and a rapid early drop in luminosity; these are due mainly to

the decreasing number of massive blue stars as the rate of

star formation decreases, and to the increasing number of

red giants. For comparison with the final computed galaxy,

the energy distribution corresponding to Johnson’s (1966a)

mean colors for E galaxies is shown on an arbitrary scale.



CHAPTER IV

MAGNITUDE-REDSHIFT RELATIONS

Magnitude-redshift relations (m-z) have been

calculated for a variety of cosmological models, incorporating

the changes in time found for giant elliptical galaxies. The

relations are plotted in Figures 10 to 12 and tabulated in

Appendix 111.

The calculations have been made for the two sequences

E 2 and E4, chosen because they have values of parameters x and

q which can be used to form irregular and spiral galaxies also.

The differences in their histories, illustrated partly in

Figure 6, show up in the m-z relations and provide an estimate

of the effect on these relations of uncertainties in the

history of galaxies.

9
The present epoch has been taken as 12 x 10 years

after the start of the galactic evolution sequences.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

Relations have been calculated and plotted in the

form log cz versus m. -M
,

where z is the redshift (relative
A oA

increase in wavelength between emission and observation), c is

the speed of light, is the observed apparent magnitude at

effective wavelength A, and M is the absolute magnitude at
oX

A at the present time. The ordinate, log cz, is convention-

38
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ally used. The abscissa is independent of the absolute mag-

nitude of the galaxy, and so independent of the mass chosen in

the computations, and further differs from the conventional

abscissa in not being altered by a 'K correction' to convert

broad band magnitudes to a bolometric scale. Comparison with

observation is therefore as direct as possible, the only

corrections necessary being for Galactic absorption. Inter-

galactic absorption is neglected.

The necessary equation has been expressed convenient-

ly by Davidson (1959a). His equation (4.10) is used here,

slightly simplified by replacing the observer's sensitivity

function by a delta function at the effective wavelength A:

In equation (6), E(A,t) is the absolute monochromatic lumin-

_

osity, measured in proper units at the source (ergs sec“

j
micron"* ), at wave length X and time t; t is the present time;

o

X is the light travel-time, so t -X is the time of emission;
o

A/(l+z) is the wavelength at emission, if observed at A; and

D is the luminosity distance (=r R (I+z) in the notation of
1 o

Sandage, 1961a). x and D depend on the redshift, z, on the

cosmological model, and on the value of Hubble's constant, H
,

o

in such a way that H x and H D can be found as functions only
o o

of z for any model specified by two parameters besides H .

Further details are given in Appendix 11. The last term in

equation (6) clearly depends on evolution of the galaxy.

= 5 loglo
D “ 5 + 2.5 log^ o

(l+z) -

2.5 log [E(X/(l+z),t
0
-T)/E(*,t

o
)] (6)
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Values of m -M have been calculated for the
* o*

effective wavelengths of the B, V, R, and I bands, at the

redshifts which bring each of the shorter wavelengths up to

the value observed. These values of redshift and wavelength

are given in Table 6. The redshift at which U is shifted to

the observed band is the greatest for which the present

analysis can give information, and observations of stars and

nearby galaxies further into the ultraviolet will be necessary

to extend this. It is clear that observations of the m-z

relation at B (photographic) wavelength cannot be interpreted

in detail beyond z=0.22.

TABLE 6

REDSHIFTS

The final term of equation (6) was evaluated by

reading E(A,t) from graphs of E versus t (smoothed in time

for reasons discussed in Chapter III), drawn for each sequence

at the wavelengths of U to I bands. t was taken to be
o

Observed

band (microns)

Emitted band

U B V R

B 0.44 0.22

V 0.55 0.53 0.25

R 0.70 0.94 0.59 0.2?

I 0.90 1.50 1.05 0.64 0.29
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9
12 x 10 years after the start of the sequences, and values of

t -x were first computed for all the cosmological models and
o

values of z and H
q

considered. The computed sequences give

Q

E(A,t
Q
-x) only for xno greater than 11 xlO years. Extra-

polated values of E(X,t), marked •??* on the graphs, were used

o

up to 12 x 10 years, but no attempt was made to guess the

luminosities at earlier times. Because of the artificial

starting point used for the sequences, luminosities for x

9
greater than 10 x 10 years are probably unreliable, and these

are marked *?* on the graphs.

CHOICE OF COSMOLOGICAL MODELS TO STUDY

Several homogeneous, isotropic, pressure-free models

of General Relativity have been considered, and the Steady

State model for comparison (without, of course, any valactic

evolution). The General Relativistic models can be specified

by the values of three parameters, as has been shown by many

authors, e.g. Robertson (1955). The parameters could be

taken as Hubble's constant, the age of the universe (time

since the scale factor R(t) was zero), t
,

and the density para

2
°

meter, O' (= /3H , where p is the local mean density),
000 • o

which is a useful set since certain limits can be placed on

all of these by observation.

For consistency in the present discussion, it is

9
necessary that t is greater than 12 x 10 years. A recent

o

review by Abell (1965) gives limits for 0 if H is taken as
• o o



-X -1
75 km sec Mpc ,

but all the observations are such that the

2
derived density is proportional to H ,

so the limits are
o

actually on or ,
and show that probably .015$(Est-

o o

imates of H vary widely (e.g. Sandage, 1962c), so three
o

values have been considered: 75% 98, and 120 km sec” mpc
-

.

To find cosmological models consistent with these limits,

Figure 8 was constructed, H t versus log or. This is the
00 o

most general form of Figure 3 of Robertson (1955)* showing

the positions of models in terms of the other two parameters

when H is specified. The limit H t > .92 shown corresponds
0

9 °.f -1
to t >l2 x 10 years, H >75 km sec Mpc .

It will be seen

o

from Figure 8 that the model with A=o, q = s*=l.o, regarded
o o

usually as giving best fit to the m-z relations (Sandage,

1961a, 1965), Is both too young and too dense for the limits

accepted above.

Representative models selected for study are shown

on Figure 8, and their properties listed in Table 7. The

cosmological constant A, the deceleration parameter q
Q

,
and

curvature k are determined for any model with given (j ,
H

,
t

o o o

by well-known formulae given in Appendix 11. In practice,

except for models with A=o and some other special cases,

q and (f must be specified and H t computed by numerical int-

-00
00

egration. Column (?) of Table 7 gives the redshift at

which the rate of expansion of the model, R/R, passes through a

minimum. For the Eddington-Lemaitre model, R/R tends to

zero as z tends to z , corresponding to the finite radius
m

42
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(R « R /(I+z )) from which the expansion begins at past
m o m

infinity. Column (8) lists the values of H of those used
°

9
which give the model an age greater than 12 x 10 years.

TABLE 7

COSMOLOGICAL MODELS

Figure 9 illustrates the past behaviour of the

models, with the present epoch shown at R/R = I,T=;O, z~O .

o

This method of plotting R(t) shows clearly the redshifts to

which observations must be made to show up differences

between models. The models were chosen to give as wide a

range of behaviour as possible within the limits on H
,

t
,

o
* o’

Model *0 H t
0 0

Ac!
H

2

0

Q
o

k z
m

H used
0

sec'^Mpc

(km

-L

u) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1 .015 .953 0 .015 -1 75

2 .03 .927 0 .03 -1 25

3 .015 .921 -.375 .14 -1 25

4 .015 1.65 2.91 -.955 0 7.61 75, 98, 120

5 .18 .92 1.92 - .46 0 3.35 75

6 Eddington-
Lemaitre .018 00 3^3 -1.17 + 1 3.00 75, 98, 120

7 Lemaitre .05 1.44 3.15 -1.0 + 1 1.76 75, 98

8 Lemaitre .10 1.26 3.30 -1.0 + 1 1.22 75, 98

9 Lemaitre .25 1.35 5.13 -1.46 + 1 .90 75, 98

10 Lemaitre .50 l.*3 7.50 -2.0 + 1 .71 75, 98, 120
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and C ; all types of models are illustrated by Bondi (i960),
o

The only possible types here with A=o are open, monotonic

expanding models with k=-l; models 1 and 2 are the extreme

cases. Model 3 with A<o, k=-l is an oscillating model but

its maximum radius is so far in the future that it is scarcely

distinguishable from 1 or 2. The Eddington-Lemaitre model, 6,

has a finite minimum radius in the past and corresponding

maximum redshift, z =3. Eddington-Lemaitre models with z
m m

between .7 and 3.3 are allowed by the limits on although

the lower values are ruled out if the redshifts of quasi-

stellar objects are cosmological. Models 7 to 10. were chosen

by testing a grid of models with <f values from .015 to .5
o

and a values from -3 to +l, to determine which CT
, q gave

o
’

o o

Lemaitre models with H t > .92, then selecting four with
o o

interesting O’ or z
.

If z is less than the greatest red-
o m m

shift observed, *c may be very large and the effects of evol-

ution of galaxies very important.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 10. 11. AND 12

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the calculated m-z

relations, which are also tabulated in Appendix 111. The

upper portion of some figures is redrawn on a larger scale, to

show more details.

1. At small enough redshifts, the effects of

galactic evolution are negligible, and for all models equation

(6) reduces to:
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m -M = 5 log cz - 5 log H + 25,
* OT\ . O

—1 1 1
if is in km sec Mpc ,

and c is in km sec
.

This is the

straight line to which all curves tend asymptotically at small

z.

2. On all graphs, two cosmological models are

shown without galactic evolution, i.e. with x set to zero in

equation (6). The upper curve is for the model A=o, q 0

1.0, which was regarded by Sandage (1961a, 1965) as giving the

best fit to the observed relation in the V band. The m-z

relation here is not that tabulated by Sandage (1961a), since

he included a *K correction* to give a bolometric scale. The

lower curve is for the Steady State model. At other wave-

lengths than V, the curves for these models provide a frame-

work for comparison purposes on the graph, but neither is

regarded as agreeing with observations.

3. In the V band, the clusters observed by

Humason et al. (1956; hereafter referred to as HMS) are

plotted. Magnitudes are means for the first, third, fifth,

and tenth galaxies, with the authors* corrections for latitude

but without their *K correction*. This was included by HMS

to bring their magnitudes to a bolometric scale, and was

calculated from the energy distribution in local galaxies;

subtracting their K(z,t from their V restores the observed

magnitude in the V band, corrected for latitude. The HMS

clusters were placed on the horizontal scale of Figure 10 by

first fitting to all their points, from log cz = 3.055, the
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best straight line of slope A m/A log cz =5 at small z. It is

not known whether the galaxies observed by HMS were all

ellipticals or SO, which would be necessary for a detailed

comparison with the present calculations.

4. The graphs (a), labeled *No Evolution 1
,

were

obtained from equation (6) with x set to zero and H to 75
1 o

” 1 -1
km sec Mpc .

In this case, H appears only in the product
o

H D for each model, so *No Evolution* graphs for other values
o

of H could be obtained by shifting these curves to smaller
°

-1
magnitudes by 0.58 or 1.02 for H =9B or 120 km sec Mpc~^,

o

respectively. Values of E(^,t
Q

) for *No Evolution* were

9
taken from sequence E 2 at 12 x 10 years, which is very

similar to E 4 at the same age.

5. Graphs for different models are not drawn

separately if they lie too close together; similarly,

seauence E 4 is not shown separately if it is too close to E2.

The limiting separation is about .05 magnitudes at given log cz

in most figures, and about .02 magnitudes in the detailed

portions of Figure 10.

6. No graph is drawn for the B band, because data

were available only at z=0.22. Values of are given in

Table 8.



TABLE 8

MAGNITUDE-REDSHIFT RELATION IN THE B BAND*

DISCUSSION OF MAGNITUDE-REDSHIFT RELATIONS

The effects of galactic evolution can be seen by

comparing Figures (b), (c), and (d) with (a) for each filter

band.

The effects are greatest if H is smallest. This
o

is because H
q
x is a function of z only, for any model, so at

smallest H one sees furthest back into the past. Even if
o

H is 120 km sec Mpc evolution has striking effects beyond
o

47

Model No Evolution, H =75
o

Sea.E2 E4

H
q
=75

E2 E4

H =98
o

E2 E4

H =120
o

E2 E4

1 41.46 41.52 41.09 41.08

2 41.38 41.44 41.01 41.00

3 41.37 41.43 41.01 41.00

4 41.60 41.66 41.19 41.19 40.70 40.70 40.33 40.33

5 41.48 41.54 41.10 41.09

6 41.70 41.76 41.28 41.27 40.79 40.78 40.41 40.41

7 41.60 41.66 41.19 41.19 40.71 40.70

8 41.59 41.65 41.18 41.18 40.70 40.69

9 41.69 41.75 41.27 41.26 40.78 40.77

10 41.82 41.88 41.37 41.36 40.89 40.88 40.51 40.55

ss

•

41.61 41.67

* Tabulated is m-M
_

at z=0.22.
B oB
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about z=.s.

The most interesting fact brought to light by Figures

10 to 12 is that evolution of galaxies reduces the differences

in m-z relations between most models. This is because the

models with fainter magnitudes at given redshlft without

evolution also have the greater light travel-time at given z,

so the galaxies are seen at brighter absolute magnitude. The

formulae for light travel-time and luminosity distance at small

2
z, expressed as a power series to terms in z ,

show this: if

models are specified by the parameters H
, <r , and q , equat-

o o o

ions (A18) and (A2O) in Appendix II reduce to:

showing that models with small q have both a large luminosity
o

distance and a large light travel-time at given z. In many

cases the curves for different models cross each other at

redshifts between 0.3 and 1.0, reaching much brighter magnit-

udes than predicted without evolution.

It Is remarkable that some models have an m-z

relation turning back to brighter magnitudes at large enough

redshifts, because of the great increase in luminosity of the

galaxies at early times, especially at short wavelengths,

as shown in Figure 7. There is considerable uncertainty in

the luminosity early in the computed history of the galaxies

because of the artificial starting point chosen, but it is not

likely that the computed values are so much in error as to

H T = z[l - |(2+o )z + 1 (7)
o o

H D = cz[l + |( 1-q )z + ] (8)
o o
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falsify the Qualitative effects found. The rapid early drop

in luminosity, especially at short wavelengths, seems well

established since sequences not showing this phenomenon did

not result in good final galaxies.

For the highest density model studied, 10, the mag-

nitude becomes brighter with Increasing redshift then fainter

again, even without evolution. In this model, the 'equator'

of the universe (u=|7T, in notation of Appendix II) is reached

at z=.64 but the minimum of R/R is at z =.71; thus beyond the
m

equator the geometrical focussing effect is not overcome by a

rapid Increase in redshift (as happens in most models), and

the magnitudes of galaxies get brighter with increasing red-

shift until the 'opposite pole' of the universe {u-7T) is

reached.

The effect of present uncertainty in the evolution

of galaxies may be judged by comparing the curves for sequences

E 2 and E4. At small redshifts (z<.3)» the differences

between seauences in most cases are less than those between

models. This is not so for very similar models, which must

be expected as there are any number of models between those

studied in the acceptable region of Figure 8. However, at

larger redshifts (z>.s)» the effects of evolution bring the

models closer together, and at earlier times the sequences are

more different, so that most differences between models are

obscured by uncertainties in galactic history.

Sandage (1965) has reported that the m-z relation
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observed in the V band agrees best with the curve for A=o,

q
o
=+l, if evolution is neglected, and that the dispersion at

19th magnitude is 0.8 magnitudes. This dispersion in ob-

served magnitudes is as serious as the uncertainty in galactic

history, in causing confusion between models at redshifts less

than about 0.5. However, it also allows a solution to the

problem that the A=o, model appears too young and

too dense: Figure 10 shows that with evolution none of the

models studied are as much as 0.8 magnitudes away from the

q =+l curve out to z=0.53» and in many cases they cross to
o

brighter magnitudes than that model. This is so for all

three values of H considered.
o

The important conclusion is that models which are

consistent with present limiting estimates of the age and

density of the universe, are in just as good agreement with

the observed m-z relation as is the model with A=o, q =+l.
V o

EFFECTS OF COMPOSITION OF GAS AND STARS

A source of uncertainty of which the effects are not

indicated by the differences between sequences E 2 and E 4 is

the choice of initial composition of the galaxies. Suppose a

different composition, still suitable for Population I star

models, had been chosen (e.g. X=.67, Y=.3o, Z=.o3, as used by

Demaroue and Larson, 1964). The following considerations,

based on approximate homology relations, can be applied (Sears

and Brownlee, 1965). The luminosities of all main sequence
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stars would be changed and their times spent at equivalent

stages of evolution, in such a way that J* Ldt< X at any

stage, since this would give the same increase in core mass.

The contribution to Integrated bolometric luminosity from stars

of given mass at a given stage of evolution is proportional to

the luminosity x number of stars, or to luminosity x time at

the stage, which is therefore proportional to X for hydrogen

burning stars.

Such a composition change would also affect log T
,

and hence bolometric corrections and colors of the stars:

BC changes steeply with log T for the earliest stars (log T
e e

>4.0) and the latest (log T < 3*^s)» U-V changes steeply
e

for log T between 3.6 and 3.8, B-V changes quite slowly,
e

and V-R to V-L change steeply for log T < J.Q. For the
e

giant stars taken from observed clusters, there would be

no color changes, the BC changes would be saall, and the

times would be adjusted so that the contributions would be

proportional to X. In computed final E galaxies, the

BC and colors of the important MS stars with log T between
e

3.7 and 3.8 would be changed. If the different compos-

ition mentioned above were used, for example, log T would
e

be reduced by about 0.01 for MS stars with masses near

1.0. The BC changes would be small, but colors U-V to V-L

would be Increased by .05 to 01, the greatest changes being

in U-V and the far infrared. The whole galaxy would there-

fore be redder by a few hundredths of a magnitude in all

colors. Since log T
g

is sensitive to Z, a small reduction in
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the assumed initial metal content of the gas would make the

computed galaxies bluer.

These changes would probably not be great enough to

change the stellar birthrate parameters found to give good

galaxies. At early times in E sequences, and at all times

for Im seouences, there may be noticeable changes in the

colors and BC of massive stars. These are not likely to

affect the choice of Im seauences, but may change somewhat

the values of E( A ,t) seen at large re'dshifts in E galaxies.

However, it seems most unlikely that any different choice of

initial composition, within the range assigned to Population

I stars, could alter the m-z relations computed in this chapter

to such an extent that the qualitative conclusions would have

to be revised.

The same considerations apply to neglecting changes

in time of the gas composition, though as discussed in Chapter

111 the change and its effects are probably very small for E

seauences.

For cosmology, the most important effect of initial

composition is on the time scale of galactic evolution.

Changes in main seauence luminosity are rather small, so the

time for a star of given mass to evolve to the red giant

region is approximately proportional to X. Therefore the

colors, mass/light ratio, and contributing star types found at

9
12 x 10 years with X=.708 would be approximately reproduced

for a different X (but same stellar birthrate parameters) at
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q

time I2(X/.708) x 10 years. It would not be possible to

9
reproduce all the observable properties of galaxies at 12 x 10

years with a different X by changing the stellar birthrate

parameters. To a first approximation, one could say the

time scale of evolution of an E galaxy is proportional to X.

But the time scales in cosmology are all proDortional to

for a given model. Thus nearly equivalent m-z relations

would be obtained with a slightly different initial compos-

ition if the product XH were the same. For example, if X=
o

9
.65, the final galaxy ages would be 11 x 10 years and the

values of H giving the same m-z relations as 75* 98, 120

0
1 -1

would be 82, 107, 131 Inn sec Mpc ,
respectively.

THE POSSIBILITY OF CHOOSING BETWEEN COSMOLOGICAL MODELS

The present calculations show that there may be

cosmological models among the homogeneous, isotropic, pressure-

free models of General Relativity which are consistent with

the observed magni tude-redshift relation, with estimates of

the minimum age of the universe based on stellar evolution

theory, and with empirical limits on the mean density of

matter.

The problem of choosing between such models now

appears harder than was previously thought, because the effects

of galactic evolution bring their m-z relations closer

together. It will be necessary both to reduce the scatter

in observation by somehow selecting galaxies as nearly as
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possible equivalent to each other (in the sense of being the

same at the same local epoch), and to reduce the uncertainty-

left by the present calculations of evolution. Also it is

clear that the distance scale must be well known, because

Hubble*s constant also provides the time scale.



CHAPTER V

OTHER OBSERVATIONAL COSMOLOGY

COLOR-REDSHIFT RELATIONS

To construct a detailed color-redshift relation

(C-z), it would be necessary to subtract values of m
k

-M
„

given by two graphs at each z value. This would be inacc-

urate because the graphs (Figures 10 to 12) are drawn through

only two to four points and an asymptote (and there is only
i

one point and an asymptote for the B band), so it was decided

not to attempt this.

However, C-z relations for very small z can be found,

and B-V at z=0.22.

B-V at z=0.22. This can be found from the calculated mg-M ,

given in Table 8, and from the graphs of m -M (Figure 10),
V oV

read at z=0.22. Uncertainties due to drawing the V graphs

are a few hundredths of a magnitude, but more importantly the

comparison between models and sequences is accurate to the

nearest hundredth. Table 9 gives the color change,

9
where (B-V) is the color at 12 x 10 years. Sequences E 2

o

and E 4 are compared, and the effects of evolution shown by

comparison of column (2) with the color changes for different

55

(B-V) - (B-V) = (nu-M ) - (m„-M ) (9)
o a oB v oV
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values of H
. Column (2) is calculated for sequence E 2

°
9

(which is very like E 4 at 12 x 10 years) and is independent

of H
, since no past time is involved and the distance effects

cancel in equation (9).

TABLE 9

CHANGE IN COLOR B-V AT REDSHIFT 0.22

At any H
, the differences between models are

o

mostly obscured by the differences between sequences, but they

all differ significantly from the values with no evolution.

Model No Evolution H =

o
75 H =

o
98 H

0
=12°

Seauence E2 E2 E4 E2 E4 E2 E4

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1 I.09 .84 .81

2 1.03 .80 .77

3 1.02 .81 .78

4 1.05 .85 .82 .88 .84 .95 .91

5 1.08 .81 .77

6 1.08 .85 .81 .89 .85 .96 .9?

7 1.02 .84 .81 .88 .84

8 1.04 .84 .81 .87 .83

9 1.04 .83 .80 .87 .83

10 1.07 .77 .72 .79 .75 .92 .93
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The differences between models (or sequences) are also com-

parable to the observational scatter or error, so both

theoretical and observational uncertainties make it unlikely

that models could be distinguished by using the C-z relation

out to z=0.22. Even if the differences were much greater at

larger z, interpretation would be difficult because in the

observer's B band the wavelength at emission would be short-

ward of U.

Linear C-z relations have been observed out to z=

.013 by de Vaucouleurs (I96I), to z=0.13 by Stebbins and

Whitford (1948), and to z=o.ooB by Holmberg (1958). A

weighted mean of these observations (de Vaucouleurs, 1966)

would give, on extrapolation to z=0.22, the color change

(B-V) - (B-V) = .79 + .07. This agrees well with the cal-
o ~

culations based on evolving galaxies, but not if evolution is

neglected.

B-V and U-V at z«l. Observations out to z=0.013 give

linear relations between color change and velocity (de Vaucou-

leurs, 1961) eauivalent to the C-z relations:

Theoretical relations to first order in z can be

found using the formulae given by Davidson (1959a). His

eauation (£.s) was used in the following form for the change in

B-V, with a similar eauation for U-Vi

(B-V) - (B-V) = 3*6 z (+ 0.6 p.e. in coefficient)
o

(U-V) - (U-V)
o

= 7.2 z (+ 2.2 p.e. in coefficient).
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Graphs of log E(A,t), versus t for and versus

log A at 12 x 10
9

years, were drawn for sequences E 2 and E4,

and their gradients used to evaluate the terms in equation

(10). If evolution is neglected, the last two terms are set

equal to zero. The uncertainty in evaluating the first two

terms is great because of the difficulty of drawing correct

slopes on the graph of log E( A,t ) versus log A
,

with data
o

only at A
TT , A

»
A and longer wavelengths. The coeffic-

u
B V

ients of z found from eauation (10) are given in Table 10,

with their estimated uncertainties, and compared with the

observed coefficients.

Because of the large uncertainty In calculated

values and large p.e. in observed values, both sequences are

regarded as giving coefficients consistent with observation

and the effects of evolution as not making a significant

difference. The light travel-time at z=0.013 is approxim-
-1

ately 0.013 H in all models, which is only 1.7, 1.3, or 1.1

8 ©
1 1

x 10 years if is 75» 98, or 120 km sec Mpc~
, respect-

ively.

(B-V) - (B-V) = 1.086 z ( dlog E( A,t )/ d logA
.

° U ° JXb
e(A

t t
Q
)/ 3 logA +

2.3°H
o

- 1 [3 log E(X
B
,t)/dt - dlog e(A

v
»
t )/3 tl

t
do)

L
o
J
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TABLE 10

COEFFICIENTS IN LINEAR COLOR-REDSHIFT RELATIONS

INTEGRATED BACKGROUND RADIATION FROM DISTANT GALAXIES

The integrated background radiation from distant

galaxies is usually estimated with the assumption that the

luminosity and energy distribution of galaxies were the same

in the past as observed locally. If accurate estimates were

to be made, one would need data on the luminosities of

9
galaxies at times more than 12 x 10 years ago and at wave-

lengths shorter than that of the U band, which are not

available. However, the present calculations show clearly

that if galactic evolution is neglected, the background rad-

iation at optical wavelengths must be severely underestimated.

For example, if the U band is redshifted into the observer’s

9
band with a light travel-time of 11 x 10 years, each giant

elliptical galaxy at that distance contributes over 100 times

as much light as would its present eaui valent, according to

any of the E sequences listed in Table 4.

Sequence
Coefficient in (B-V,z)

With Evolution Without

Coefficient in (U-V,z)

With Evolution Without

E2 2.32 + .5 2.34 + .5 5.4 + .2 6.5 + .2

E4 3.7 ± .5 3.5 ± .5 5.9 + .2 7.1 + .2

Observed 3.6 + .6 (p.e.) 7.2 + 2.2 (p.e.)
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NUMBER-FLUX DENSITY RELATION FOR RADIO SOURCES

The interpretation of radio source counts may be

simplified on the basis of the results in Chapter IV.

A recent compilation of observations by V£ron (1965)

shows that the slope of log N versus log S is -1.55 + .05 for

radio galaxies (all z < .5)» -2.2 + .2 for quasistellar

sources. Here N is the number of sources with monochromatic

flux density brighter than S. It follows from equations

(A22) - (A?4) in Appendix II that for all General Relativistic

models the slope is less negative than -1.50 at small z, if

there is no source evolution. It is well known that the same

is true for the Steady State model, as is seen, for example,

in the graphs drawn by Glanfield (1966). Analyses such as

those by Longair (1966), Davidson (1959b; 1962 a and b), or

Davidson and Davies (1964 a and b) show that with source

evolution, but not otherwise, the observed N-S relation can

be reproduced using the cosmological model with A =O, q
Q

/\j .5

that must be postulated to give agreement with the optical

m-z relation if galactic evolution is neglected. It is

somewhat unsatisfactory that the evolution of the radio

sources must be specified to force agreement with the N-S

data, rather than being based on physical theory, but no such

theory is available yet for radio galaxies or QSS.

However, at large enough redshifts, some of the

models found in Chapter IV to give agreement with the optical

m-z relation do have a log N-log S curve with a slope more
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negative than -1.5* without source evolution. The effect

can be seen in calculations for similar models presented by

Glanfield (1966): his Figure 4 shows that |d log N/d log

is less than 1.5 for models with A-0, a from .005 to 5*
o

but in his Figures 5 and 6 it can be seen that for models with

high enough A, the slope becomes very steep at small flux

densities. For example, for two of the models listed in

Table 7* equation (A22) in Appendix II gives the following

slopes (the spectral index being taken as .7): For model 10,

at z=.64 d log N/d log 3 =-4.4. For model 6, at z=

1.50, d log N/d log S =-1.20; but at z=2.24 d log N/

d log S =-1.97.

No more detailed calculations with these models have

been made here, because they would not differ greatly from

Glanfield’s, and because a theory of source evolution is

definitely required. The above numbers, and Glanfield’s

graphs, show clearly that the observed N-S relation does not

necessarily imply ranid source evolution, once the models

with great enough cosmological constant are accepted as

compatible with the optical observations.
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FIG.
1.-

Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram

showing
stellar
evolution
tracks
used.

Star

masses,
in

solar
units,
are

shown

on

the

main

sequence.
Dots
mark

pos-

itions
at

which
stars
were

placed
in

the

computations;
crosses

mark
zero-

age

main

sequence
positions;

crosses

in

circles
show

alternative
final

pos-

itions.
Broken
lines
show

pre-main

sequence
tracks.



FIG. 2.- Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
showing old galactic clusters, and

evolution tracks for stars of masses

marked (solar units). Broken lines

show the observed clusters, solid
lines show theoretical and extrapol-
ated stellar tracks; between the

short cross lines, cluster red giant
branches were used for the stars.
Pre-main sequence evolution is not

shown - see Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3.- Color-color relation for

mean observed galaxies and computed
galaxies at 12 x 10 9

years. The

curves labeled Im-Sm, S' dE-gE are

observed means for magellanic types,
emission-free spirals, and dwarf-

giant ellipticals, respectively, cor-

rected for effects of Galactic latit-
ude and redshift (de Vaucouleurs,
1961). Points for computed galaxies
are numbered as in Table 4.
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FIG. 4.- Relations between color

and (a) mass/light ratio in B light
(solar units), and (b) fraction of

total mass in hydrogen gas, for

observed galaxies and computed gal-
axies at 12 x 10 y

years. Solid

lines are the mean linear relations
of Holmberg (1964), and broken lines
indicate the range of values he ob-

served. Points for computed gal-
axies are numbered as in Table 4.
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FIG. 5.- Colors of observed E and SO

galaxies, and computed galaxies at 12

x 10
y

years. The broken line is the

mean of 5 E galaxies observed by
Johnson (1966a), and vertical lines

show the ranges observed. Solid
lines show computed galaxy colors,
the sequences being numbered as in

Table 4. The dotted line shows de

Vaucouleurs 1 (1966) reduction of
Johnson's data (see Appendix IV).
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FIG. 6.- Changes in time of computed galaxy properties:
(a) B-V, (b) bolometric luminosity, (c) fraction of mass

as hydrogen gas, (d) proportion by weight of heavy elements

in the gas. The abscissa in each case is time in units of

years. Sequences are numbered as in Table 4.
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FIG. 7.- Absolute spectral energy distribution in

sequence E 2 at different times, compared with observed E

galaxies. Times are shown on the curves in units of 10
y

years. L* is plotted on a logarithmic scale, in units
of ergs sec“lmicron- l; effective wavelength is in

microns and positions of the filter bands are shown.
The broken curve is the energy distribution for the mean

of 5 E galaxies observed by Johnson

(1966a), on an arbitrary vertical scale.

Similarly, the dotted curve is for de

Nv Vaucouleurs' (1966) reduction of Johnson's

n. data (see Appendix IV) .
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FIG. 8.- Ages and densities of cos-

mological models. t is the present

epoch, H
q

is Hubble's constant in

reciprocal time units; 7T
Q

is the

density parameter 4nGf' /$Hp. Loci

of models with zero curvature (k=o)
and zero cosmological constant (A=o)

are shown. The shaded area contains
all models that have H

Q ,
t

Q, ,t
q

within the limits accepted here.

Models chosen for study are marked by
dots, and numbered as in Table 7.

The cross marks the model with A=o,
vT=l.O.

o



FIG.
9.-

Past

behaviour
of

cosmological
models.
R

is

the

scale
factor
and
R

its

present
value;
z

is

the

redshift;
7.

is

the

light

travel-time;
H

is

Hubble'
§

con-

stant,
in

reciprocal
time
units
unless
specified.
The

lower
thre§

horizontal

scales
give
x

in

years,
for

values
of

H

shown.

Models
are

numbered
as

in

Table
7.
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FIG.

10.-

Magnitude-redshif
t

relations

for
V

magnitudes.
See

explanation
in

text.

Dot-dash
lines
are

for

models

A

=O,

q

=l.O

(upper)
and

Steady
State

(lower)?
without

evolution
of

galaxies.

Solid
lines
refer
to

sequence
E 2,

broken

to

E4.

Crosses
show

positions
of

clusters
observed
by

HMS. _
Hubble's

constant,
H

,

is

in

km

sec

-*-Mpc“l.

Numbers
on

Burves
refer
to

models
in

Table
7.
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FIG.
10b
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FIG.
10c
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FIG.
lOd
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FIG.

11.-

Magnitude-redshif
t

relations
for
R

magnitudes.

See

caption
to

Fig.
10.
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FIG.
lib
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FIG.
11c



FIG.
lid
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FIG.

12.-

Magnitude-redshif
t

relations
for
I

magnitudes.

See

caption
to

Fig.
10.
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FIG.
12b



Fig.
12c
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FIG.

12d
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APPENDIX I

STELLAR EVOLUTION TRACKS

The tables below give details of the stellar evol-

ution tracks plotted in Figure 1, and the bolometric correct-

ions and colors adopted for each point. The methods and

sources used to derive the tracks and data are described in

Chapter 11.

Column (1) gives the stellar mass in solar units,

and the stage of evolution. ’MS* stands for main sequence

(hydrogen burning in the core), ’Pre-MS* for pre-main sequence,

*CCHS* for core contraction with hydrogen burning in a shell,

*He* for helium burning in the core, *C* for carbon burning in

the core, *RG* for red giant (for points taken from observed

clusters, so the stage of nuclear burning is unknown), *WD*

for white dwarf, and ’Alt* for the alternative final stage

used in some cases, as described in Chapter 11.

Column (2) gives the logarithm of the bolometric

luminosity, in solar units. Column (3) gives the logarithm

of the effective temperature, to the nearest 0.01. Column (4)

gives the time spent at the point, in years, the power of 10

being shown in floating point notation. Column (5) gives the

bolometric correction, with the convention BC * +0.0?.
®

Columns (6) to (12) give the colors.
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Mass

Stage
©

Log
T

e

Time BC U-V B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (id (12)

0.05

PreMS 0.0s 3.5s 1.0:E5 2.55 3.55 1.65 1.73 3.25 4.00 5.18 5.4

-0.5 3.50 1.0 E6 2.55 3.55 1.65 1.73 3.25 4.00 5.18 5.4

-1.25 3.49 2.0 E6 2.68 3.57 1.65 1.75 3.35 4.14 5.3 5.5

-1.75 3.49 1.7 E7 2.68 3.57 1.65 1.75 3.35 4.14 5.3 5.5

-2.25 3.48 3.0 E? 2.85 3.58 1.65 1.82 3.50 4.35 5.5 5.7

-2.75 3.46 5.0 E7 3.20 3.58 1.70 2.00 3.80 4.70 5.9 6.1

-3.25 3.43 2.0 E8 4.1 3.58 1.70 2.37 4.75 5.55 7.0 7.5

-3.75 3.33 >12 . E9 7.8 3.6 1.80 3.95 7.0 8.3 9.85 10.4

Alt -3.75 3.22 >12 .E9 10.9 3.6 2.53 5.95 1002 1220 14.05 1488

0.26

PreMS 2.0: 345: 1.0 :E2 3.5 3.6 1.7 2.3 4.2 5.2 6.0 6.0

1.75 3.49 1.0 E3 2.68 3.57 1.65 1.75 3.35 4.0 5.3 5.5

1.25 3.53 1.0 E4 2.00 3.3 1.6 1.56 3.78 3.4 4.55 4.72

0.75 3.55 1.0 E5 1.65 3.15 1.57 1.45 2.52 3.2 4.15 4.37

0.25 3.56 5.0 E5 1.55 2.95 1.55 1.42 2.45 3.1 4.00 4.25

-0.25 3.56 3.0 E6 1.65 2.85 1.55 1.45 2.55 3.2 4.05 4.32

-0.75 3.55 6.0 E6 1.70 2.8 1.54 1.51 2.62 3.32 4.15 4.40

-1.25 3.54 3.0 E7 1.85 2.70 1.54 1.57 2.77 3.5 4.30 4.55

-1.75 3.54 7.0 E7 I.85 2.70 1.54 1.57 2.77 3.5 4.30 4.55

MS. -2.01 3.54 >12.,E9 1.95 2.70 1.55 1.58 2.85 3.57 4.40 4.65

0.8

PreMS 0.88 3.58 1.3 E6 1.30 3.02 1.50 1.27 2.20 2.75 3.65 3.85

0.13 3.61 1.8 E7 1.00 2.75 1.37 1.14 1.90 2.4o 3.25 3.45
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Mass

Stage
Log
L/L

■'
0

Log
T

e

Time BC u-v B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (id (12)

-0.43 3.64 5.5 E7 0.73 2.31 1.16 1.02 1.65 2.13 2.83 3.14

MS -0.57 3.68 4.4 E9 0.45 1.98 1.02 0.88 1.45 1.79 2.45 2.60

-0.50 3.69 4.4 E9 0.37 1.84 1.00 0.84 1.36 1.67 2.26 2.44

-0.44 3.70 2.2 E9 0.30 1.68 0.94 0.77 1.29 1.59 2.15 2.33

-0.37 3.71 2.2 E9 0.27 1.54 0.90 0.73 1.21 1.49 2.04 2.21

1.00

PreMS 0.20 3.62 9.0 E6 0.85 2.70 1.30 1.07 1.77 2.28 3.1 3.3

-0.10 3.72 1.6 E7 0.18 1.35 0.82 0.68 1.13 1.40 1.9 2.1

-0.15 3.76 2.5 E7 0.07 0.82 0.63 0.55 0.90 1.10 1.48 1.62

MS -0.05 3.77 5.4 E9 0.07 0.72 0.60 0.51 0.84 1.02 1.40 1.52

0.11 3.78 3.2 E9 0.05 0.62 0.57 0.48 0.79 0.96 1.32 1.45

0.28 3.76 2.2 E9 0.07 0.82 0.63 0.55 0.90 1.10 1.48 1.62

1.03

PreMS 0.26 3.62 8.0 E6 0.85 2.70 1.30 1.07 1.77 2.28 3.1 3.3

-0.03 3.73 1.5 E7 0.18 1.24 0.80 0.65 1.07 1.33 1.83 1.98

-0.09 3.77 2.3 E7 O.O7 0.72 0.60 0.51 0.84 1.02 1.40 1.52

MS 0.01 3.78 4.7 E9 0.05 0.62 0.57 0.48 0.79 0.96 1.32 1.45

0.17 3.78 2.9 E9 0.05 0.62 0.57 0.48 0.79 0.96 1.32 1.45

0.34 3.77 1.9 E9 0.07 0.72 0.60 0.51 0.84 1.02 1.40 1.52

1.00,
1.03

CCHS 0.58 3.69 1.0 E9 0.35 1.72 0.95 0.75 1.27 1.63 2.20 2.35

RG 0.83 3.66 3.3 E8 0.50 2.10 1.08 0.88 1.43 1.85 2.52 2.65

1.44 3.64 1.6 E8 0.65 2.47 1.20 0.92 1.58 2.05 2.75 3.00
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Mass
Stage

(i)

Log
L/L

o

(2)

Log
T

e

(3)

Time

(4)

BC

(5)

u-v

(6)

B-V

(7)

V-R

(8)

V-I

(9)

V-J

(10)

V-K

(ID

V-L

(12)

2.10 3.60 3.5 E7 0.90 3.15 1.43 1.07 1.82 2.36 3.26 3.40

2.45 3.58 1.1 E7 1.13 3.33 1.51 1.16 2.04 2.65 3.55 3.70

1.06

PreMS 0.32 3.62 7.0 E6 0.85 2.70 1.30 1.07 1.77 2.28 3.1 3.3

0.04 3.73 1.4 E7 0.18 1.24 0.80 O.65 1.07 1.33 1.83 1.9s

-0.04 3.77 2.2 E7 0.07 0.72 0.60 0.51 0.84 1.02 1.40 1.52

MS 0.0 7 3.79 4.2 E9 0.05 0.56 0.55 0.45 0.75 0.90 1.25 1.37

0.23 3.80 2.6 E9 0.02 0.53 0.50 0.44 0.72 0.85 1.18 1.28

0.40 3.78 1.7 E9 0.05 0.62 0.57 0.48 0.79 0.96 1.32 1.45

CCHS 0.58 3.75 8.0 E8 0.11 0.96 0.70 0.58 0.95 1.18 1.61 1.74

1.09

PreMS 0.37 3.62 6.0 E6 0.85 2.70 1.30 1.07 1.77 2.28 3.1 3.3

0.11 3.74 1.3 E7 0.12 1.10 0.72 0.60 1.02 1.25 1.70 1.85

0.02 3.78 2.1 E? 0.05 0.62 0.57 0.48 0.79 0.96 1.32 1.45

MS 0.14 3.80 3.7 E9 0.02 0.53 0.50 0.44 0.72 0.85 1.18 1.28

0.30 3.81 2.3 E9 0.02 0.48 0.48 0.42 0.65 0.78 1.1 1.2

0.47 3.79 1.5 E9 0.05 0.56 0.55 0.45 0.75 0.90 1.25 1.37

CCHS o
. 58 3.75 7.0 E8 0.11 0.96 0.70 0.58 0.95 1.18 1.61 1.74

1.18

PreMS 0.54 3.63 5.0 E6 0.75 2.60 1.25 1.00 1.67 2.18 2.95 3.2

0.31 3.76 1.1 E7 0.07 0.82 0.63 0.55 0.90 1.10 1.48 1.62

0.19 3.80 1.7 E7 0.02 0.53 0.50 0.44 0.72 0.85 1.18 1.28

MS 0.31 3.82 2.7 E9 0.01 0.45 0.45 0.40 0.60 0.73 1.03 1.10

0.50 3.79 2.8 E9 0.05 0.56 0.55 0.45 0.75 0.90 I.25 1.37
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Mass

Stage
Log
L/L

o

Log
T

e

Time BC u-v B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (id (12)

CCHS 0.58 3.75 E8 0.11 0.96 0.70 0.58 0.95 1.18 1.61 1.74

1.06,
1.09,
1.18

RG 0.83 3.70 3.3 E8 .0.30 1.68 0.94 0.77 1.29 1-59 2.15 2.33

1.44 3.66 1.6 E8 0.40 2.07 1.07 0.76 1.30 1.73 2.39 2.49

2.10 3.63 3.5 E7 0.67 2.72 1.30 0.92 1.60 2.10 2.91 3.10

2.45 3.60 1.1 E7 0.90 3.15 1.43 1.07 1.82 2.36 3.26 3.40

1.25

PreMS 0.65 3.63 4.0 E6 0.75 2.60 1.25 1.00 1.6? 2.18 2.95 3.2

0.45 3.78 1.0 E7 0.05 0.62 0.57 0.48 0.79 0.96 1.32 1.45

0.30 3.82 1.6 E7 0.01 0.45 0.45 0.40 0.60 0.73 1.03 1.10

MS 0.44 3.83 2.2 E9 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.37 0.59 0.70 0.95 1.04

0.59 3.80 2.2 E9 0.02 0.53 0.50 0.44 0.72 0.85 1.18 1.28

RG 0.83 3.75 3.3 E8 0.11 0.96 0.70 0.58 0.95 1.18 1.6l 1.74

1.44 3.69 1.6 E8 0.30 1.58 0.95 0.69 1.18 1.56 2.15 2.23

2.10 3.63 3.5 E7 0.67 2.72 1.30 0.92 1.60 2.10 2.91 3.10

2.45 3.60 1.1 E7 0.90 3.15 1.43 1.07 1.82 2.36 3.26 3.40

1.5

PreMS 1.19 3.63 2.35E5 0.75 2.60 1.25 1.00 I.65 2.15 2.93 3.17

0.63 3.66 2.12E6 0.50 2.10 1.08 0.88 1.43 1.85 2.52 2.65

0.67 3.77 8.07E6 0.06 0.72 0.60 0.51 0.84 1.02 1.40 1.52

0.70 3.89 7.8 E6 0.00 0.28 0.20 0.17 0.28 0.36 0.49 0.54

MS 0.74 3.90 5.45E8 0.00 0.26 0.16 0.16 0.25 0.33 0.40 0.50

0.78 3.89 3.85E8 0.00 0.28 0.20 0.17 0.28 0.36 0.49 0.54
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Mass

Stage
Log
L/L

Log
T

e

Time BC U-V B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (id (12)

0.80 3.87 3.1 E8 0.00 0.35 0.30 0.28 0.44 0.52 0.70 0.76

0.80 3.85 1.6 E8 0.00 0.37 0.35 0.30 0.47 0.58 0.82 0.88

CCHS 1.09 3.80 2.7 E8 0.02 0.53 0.50 0.44 0.72 0.85 1.18 1.28

RG 1.67 3.71 9.8 E7 0.20 1.54 0.90 0.73 1.21 1.49 2.04 2.21

2.28 3.63 2.8 E7 0.67 2.72 1.30 0.92 1.60 2.10 2.91 3.10

2.87 3.56 1.2 E7 1.45 3-52 1.60 1.27 2.32 2.94 ?.?7 4.14

1.0 -

1.5

Alt 3.65 3.49
7E5 to

2E6 2.60 3.60 1.67 1.77 3.39 4.13 5.29 5.49

2.0

PreMS 1.52 3.63 1.1 E5 0.70 2.65 I.28 0.98 1.63 2.15 2.91 3.15

1.05 3.66 7.9 E5 0.50 2.10 1.08 0.87 1.40 1.83 2.50 2.63

1.03 3.75 1.75E6 0.08 0.96 0.70 0.58 0.95 1.18 1.61 1.74

1.3? 3.90 1.30E6 0.00 0.26 0.16 0.16 0.25 0.33 0.40 0.50

1.33 3.98 7.5 E5 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.24 3.99 3.6 E6 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 -.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

MS 1.30 4.00 4.02E8 0.12 0.00 -.02 0.00 -.03 -.03 -0.3 0.00

1.37 3.98 2.02E8 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.43 3.98 2.6 E7 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

CCHS 1.50 3.99 8.3 E7 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 -.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

l. 56 3.96 5.86E7 0.03 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.15

1.58 3.84 0.0 0.00 0.38 0.38 0.33 0.51 0.65 0.88 0.93

RG 1.74 3.72 1.05E8 0.13 1.35 0.82 0.62 1.10 1.41 1.93 2.10

2.19 3.66 5.5 E7 0.40 2.07 1.07 0.76 1.30 1.73 2.39 2.49
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Mass
Stage

a)

Log
L/L

G

(2)

Log
T

e

(3)

Time

(4)

BC

(5)

u-v

(6)

B-V

(7)

V-R

(8)

V-I

(9)

V-J

(10)

V-K

(U)

V-L

(12)

2.77 3.60 2.95E7 0.90 3.15 1.43 1.07 1.82 2.36 3.26 3.40

3.62 3.51 8.4 E6 2.20 3.60 1.64 1.63 3.00 3.60 4.85 5.05

Alt 4.21 3.45 1.0 E6 3.40 3.60 1.75 2.10 4.08 4.95 6.15 6.36

3.0

PreMS 2.1a 3.55: 3.0 :E3 1.0 3.5 1.6 1.5 2.5 3.0 4.0 4.0

1.85 3.65 2.1 E5 0.50 2.30 1.15 0.82 1.40 1.86 2.52 2.65

1.70 3.78 5.5 E5 0.05 0.80 0.59 0.48 0.80 0.90 1.32 1.42

1.97 3.99 5.0 E5 0.07 -.05 0.00 0.00 -.02 -.02 0.00 0.03

1.99 4.11 2.0 E5 0.72 -.30 -.06 -.02 -.10 -.14 -.15 -.15

1.94 4.13 2.0 E5 0.80 -.38 -.10 -.03 -.12 -.18 -.22 -.20

MS 2.02 4.13 1.4 E8 0.85 -.40 -.10 -.04 -.13 -.18 -.24 -.22

2.10 4.08 8.5 E7 0.60 -.25 -.05 -.03 -.07 -.09 -.10 -.10

CCHS 2.18 4.08 1.0 E7 0.60 -.25 -.05 -.03 -.07 -.09 -.10 -.10

2.23 4.04 1.3 E7 0.37 -.13 -.03 -.02 -.05 -.05 -.05 -.02

2.10 3.83 2.0 E6 0.00 0.40 0.35 0.35 0.50 0.67 0.90 1.00

He 2.19 3.65 4.0 E6 0.50 2.30 1.15 0.82 1.36 1.87 2.52 2.65

2.29 3.64 2.5 E7 0.64 2.65 I.25 0.90 1.60 2.07 2.80 3.05

2.24 3.71 2.9 E7 0.25 1.60 0.90 0.70 1.25 1.55 2.08 2.27

2.34 3.70 1.9 E7 0.30 1.70 0.95 0.68 1.25 1.60 2.20 2.35

15.0

PreMS 4.5: 3.56c 6.0 :E2 1.5 3.6 1.7 1.5 2.4 3.0 3.75 4.0

4.16 3.76 3.0 E3 0.05 1.27 0.75 0.55 0.90 1.07 1.50 1.52

4.29 4.04 5.6 E3 0.37 -.56 -.05 0.00 0.00 -.05 -.05 -.02

4.31 4.33 3.1 E4 2.15 -1.3 -.23 -.10 -.32 -.53 -.70 -.70
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Mass

Stage
Log Log
L/L T

© e

Time BC u-v B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (id (12)

4.31 4.50 2.2 E4 3.34 -443 -.30 -.15 -.44 -.73 -.93 -.92

MS 4.31 4.51 8.0 E4 3.40 -1.44 -.31 -.15 -.44 -.73 -.94 -.92

4.40 4.50 6.6 E6 3.30 -L42 -.30 -.15 -.43 -.72 -.93 -.91

4.55 4.45 3.6 E6 2.95 -L33 -.30 -.12 -.40 -.67 -.90 -.90

CCHS 4.70 4.34 3.0 E5 2.20 -1.2 -.24 -.10 -.33 -.56 -.72 -.72

4.80 4.23 6.0 E5 2.12 -1.1 -.17 -.05 -.24 -.40 -.51 -.45

He 4.85 4.15 7.9 E5 0.95 -0.9 -.12 0.00 -.16 -.25 -.32 -.25

4.88 3.95 1.7 E5 0.00 -.23 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.23

4.88 3.71 1.0 E4 0.20 1.75 0.95 0.68 1.08 1.42 1.93 2.04

4.91 3.55 3.0 E4 1.55 3.60 1.70 1.36 2.40 3.07 4.15 4.35

C 4.97 3.49 2.3 E5 2.70 3.63 1.72 1.75 3.40 4.13 5.29 5.5

Alt 4.97 3.49 6.0 E5 2.70 3.63 1.72 1.75 3.40 4.13 5.29 5.5

0.5

WD -1.50 4.33 8.0 E7 2.00 -438 -.18 -.10 -.31 -.51 -.70 -.75

-2.50 4.08 3.4 E8 0.80 0.18 0.09 -.03 -.07 -.10 -.10 -.10

-3.50 3.83 1.78E9 0.70 3.00 0.58 0.37 0.55 0.70 0.95 1.02

-4.50 3.57 >11. E9 1.70 7.U 1.53 1.42 2.45 3.05 3.88 4.1



APPENDIX II

FORMULAE FOR COSMOLOGICAL CALCULATIONS

Below are summarized the formulae for cosmological

calculations, in the form in which they were used here, which

was very convenient for machine computation. The basic

definitions and field equations are also given. Derivations

of most of the General Relativistic formulae are given by

McVittie (1965); others follow similarly from the basic

equations. Results for the Steady State model were derived

by Bondi and Gold (19^8).

Units. Ordinary units of physics, such as c.g.s., are used,

unless otherwise stated.

Metric. The Robertson-Walker line element for homogeneous,

isotropic world models is used, in the form:

R(t) is the ’scale factor* for the model, r is a convenient

radial coordinate, t is the proper time for all fundamental

observers, c is the speed of light, and k gives the sign of

the curvature and is +l, -1, or 0.

92.

r dr
2 )

ds
2

= c
2
dt

2
- R

2 (t)' - ,+ r 2 (d02
+ sin

2
0d®2

) \ (Al)
l 1-kr

2
J
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Field Equations for General Relativistic Models.

p,ya are the pressure and mean density of matter, A is the

cosmological constant, G is the Newtonian gravitational con-

stant, and dots represent differentiation with respect to

time.

Here it is assumed that p=o, so (A2) can be replaced

GENERAL FORMULAE FOR RELATIVISTIC MODELS

A model, l.e. a solution to (A3) and (A4), is

specified uniouely by 3 parameters, e.g. H
, q , , or H

,
t

,O
q

O O o

(f .
Other quantities are related by:

Age of the Universe, t (if finite), measured from R(0)=0.

if + 2R
+

BltGp
„ _

kef +
kc2(A2)

R 2 R c 2 R 2

si
- ® = -

£s! + Ac! ( A3)
R 2 R J

3
by yo R = constant. (A4)

Parameters for the present time, t
Q

.

R(t ) = R
o o

Hubble*s constant: H
Q

= R
q

/R
0

(A5)
~ 2

Deceleration oarameter: q = -R /(R H ) (A6)
oo ° o

2
Density parameter: = 4TTGp^/(3Ho

) (A?)

o

Ac 2
/H

2
= 3(«- -a ) (A8)

° ° o

kc 2/(R
0

H
o

2) = 3<r
o

- 1 - q
G

(A9)

fR
o . f 1 i i

H
o
t

o
=H

o J 0
dR/R = J o

y f
~

2dy (aio)
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Relation between coordinates at emission and observation

of litfht. Time t.. radial coordinates r and u. and scale
— 1 1

factor

origin at t with redshift z, are related by:

L is the bolometric luminosity of the source, in proper units

at the source (ergs sec ); 1 is the observed luminosity, in

-2 -1
proper units at the observer (ergs cm sec ).

3
where f(y) . 2<T +(1 + q

ft
- 3<T

n
)y +(- q)y (All)

O kj O O

1 + z = R
o

/R (Al 2)

r if k=+l

u= I dr// =c I °
dt/R(t) =< r 1 if k= 0 (Al3)

J ° J t
1

-

sinh” if k=-l

1 1 i

If k=+l, u = /3cr -q -1 , y' s
f dy (Al4)

V o o

ll+z)-
1

If k=o, u = 7T~§— dx/fl - 2<r + 2<T (l+x)
3\ 2 (Al5)

H
o

ß
o J 0 1 00 J

f l i

If k=-l, u = yji+v 0
-3<r

0
y f’ 2dy (a!6)

(l+z)"
1

Light travel-time, x»

Definition: T = t - t (Al?)
o 1

r 1 1

H x = y
2
f

2

dy (A18)
° J -1

(l+z)

Luminosity distance, D.

Definition: D 2 = L/(4*l) (Al9)
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Minimum rate of expansion. The minimum of R/R occurs at z ,

where (I+z = 1-q /<y (A2l)
m o o

Number-flux density relation. Of interest is the slope of

the curve log N versus log S, where N is tne number of sources

-2 1 1
with monochromatic flux density (in ergs cm see” ster"

__ f
(cps)“

,
in proper units at the observer) greater than S. If

sources do not evolve, and have spectral index x, i.e. mono-

chromatic luminosity at frequency foc f~
x

,
then:

General formula: D* R rdl+z) (A2O)
o 1

with R r 1 given by (A9) and (Al3) - (Al6).
o

1

0
d log N - r 1

If k—■+• 1, _______

=
.1 1 _____—.—

d log S [-?r
1Jl-r1

2 +|sin_lr
1l[(x+l

P
(A22)

d log N - r

If k=o, =

j-p
±- (A23)

4 loe s Ii
3 L C T 1 1

d log N

If k=-l, =

d log S

2

l (A24)

I
Jl+rl

2
- |ln(r

I
+/l+r

1

2
+ 2'j l+r^

2/^]

density S. All reduce to | d log N/d log s| 1.5 when r^l.
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formulae FOR CERTAIN general relativistic models

Formulae for H
Q
t

o
are given by Sandage (1961a) and for H

o
*c

by Sandage (1961b).

A= o.

0 (A25)
o

If a
o
«0, H

q
D/c = z(l + Jz) (A26)

If o
o
>o, H

O
D/c = a

o

‘ 2 [l -qo + q
Q

Z + ( q
0
-i)JZq0

z +l] (A27)

A> 0. k = 0.

A = 3H
0

2 (1 - 2<r
o

) (A2B)

d 0 = - 1 (A29)

1 -1 1
H t = cosh (O' -1 -1) (A3O)

0 0 3/1^
H

o
t =

1 f 1 - <T
0

+ Jl-2^,
3JI-2o"

0
|<s^+(l-2<r

o
) (l+z) _3+(l-2<r

o
) = (l+z)- 3/2 y(l-2<r ) '

(A3l)

H D/c = (l+z)l dx/[l - 2<r + 20" (l+x) 3J 2 (A32)
o JO

00

A= A. k = +l. These are the EddinKton-Lemaitre models.
C

with a finite minimum radius, R
,

from which expansion starts
m

in the infinite past.

A = »B V 2 = R-2
= 3<TH

2
(l+Z )

3
/c

2
(A33)

c ' ° o m oom

z
2 (z +3) = 1/<T (A34)

m m o

a
o

=- 1 - 3<S'o Z
m

< A 35>
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A>A
. k = +l. These are Lemaitre models. No simplific-

ation of the general formulae is possible, and numerical

integration is necessary to find H t
,

H t, and H D.
oo o o

FORMULAE FOR THE STEADY STATE MODEL

The only auantity required in the present calcul-

ations is the luminosity distance, given by:

(l+z ) 3/2
1 (z -z)(-3-2z + y3 (l+ z ) (3+z ))

Hf m
= in m m mm

(z /3 z (-3-2 z -z+ i3(l+z ) (3+z +2z))
mm mm mm

(2+z+z -J{ l+z )(3+z +2z) )
+ In m m m (A36)

(l+z)(2+z - J(l+z )(3+z } )
m mm

-1 (z -z)(3+ 2z - /3(l+z )(3+z ) )
sin r 1 =u= In m * ™ m (A37 )

z (3+2z +z - J 3 (l+z )(3+ z +2z) )
mm mm

R. (z -z) Jj+z +2z
In (A22). 1

-
ra m (A3B)

~

n+z) ji+zm

= z( l+z ) (A39)



APPENDIX III

MAGNITUDE-RED3HIFT RELATIONS

The tables below give the data plotted in Figures

10 to 12, and explained in Chapter IV.

The first column gives the observer's filter band.

In the second column, the first line gives the redshift and

the second line the corresponding band at emission. Succeed-

ing columns give data for the cosmological models: models

numbered 1 to 10 are as in Table 7» *a
o
=l* refers to the model

with A= 0, and 'SS' is the Steady State model. The lines

are labeled in the final column: T is the light travel-time,
q

in 10 years; lines labeled E 2 or E 4 give m
A

-M for those

seouences. For models 'a =l' and 'SS', no value of t is
o

shown since they are taken with x =0 always, and m
A

-M
Q?>

values are given for senuence E 2 only since it differs

negligibly from E 4 at x=o. The symbol '?' is added if T =

9 9
10 to 11 x 10 years, '??' is added if x= 11 to 12 x 10

years, and there is no magnitude value given if x is greater

9
than 12 x 10 years.

The table headed 'No Evolution* is for Hubble's

-1 -1
constant H = 75 ten sec Mpc ,

and xis zero. The other tables
o

are for evolution, with H
q

given in the heading, in km sec" l

M
-1

Mpc

98



No

Evolution

99

Obs
.

band

z Em. band
q

=1

ss

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

V

.25
B

40.48
40.97
40.76
40.72

40.71
40.95

40.81
41.05
40.96
40.95

41.06
41.21
E2

.53
U

43.57
44.
50

44.11
44.05
44.07
44.46
44.16
44.61
44.50
44.46
44.62
44.76
E2

R

.27
V

40.37
40.89
40.67
40.63
40.58
40.87
40.72
40.97
40.84
40.84
40.95
41.10
E2

.59
B

42.54
43.55
43.13
43.08
43.05
43.51
43.18
43.67
43.50
43.46
43.62
43.68
E2

.94
U

45.01
46.46
45.86
45.80
45.82

46.38
45.85
46.61
46.39
46.28
46.25

44.08
E2

I

.29
R

40.49
41.04
40.83
40.77
40.73
41.05
40.89
41.13
41.00
40.99
41.11
41.27
E2

.64
V

42.45
43.52
43.07
43.01
43.00
43.48
43.ll
43.64
43.47
43.42

43.57
43.50
E2

1.05
B

43.99
45.55

44.91
44.85
44.83
45.45
44.87

45.71
45.40
45.28

45.17
42.09
E2

'

1.5
u

46.23
48.22
47.44
47.38
47.36
48.07
47.29
48.40
47.95
47.73
47.10
43.79
E2



H

-75
o

100

Obs. band

z Em. band
a

o
=1

ss

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

V

.25
B

40.48
40.97

2.60 40.64 40.
66

2.60 40.60 40.62
2.5840.5940.61
2.90 40.81 40.84
2.7240.68 40.71
3.0540.90 40.93
2.91

2.91

40.82
40.81

40.85
40.84

3.0840.91 40.93
3.3541.03 41.07
T E2 E4

.53
u

43.57
44.50

4.50

4.48

43.43
43.37

43.54
43.48

4.4? 43.39 43.51
5.48

4.81

5.90

5.58

5.54

6.28

7.94

43.53
43.45
43.56
43.54
43.51
43.46
42.85

43.76
43.58
43.81
43.78
43.75
43.73

43.37
T E2 E4

R

.27
V

40.37
40.89

2.76 40.56 40.56
2.76 40.52 40.52
2.71 40.48 40.47
3.11 40.75 40.75
2.90 40.61 40.60
3.27 40.83 40.83
3.07 40.72 40.72
3.07 40.72 40.72
3.2740.81 40.82

3.58 40.95 40.95
T E2 E4

.59
B

42.54
43.55

4.82 42.77 42.83
4.80 42.73 42.79
4.72 42.71 42.76
5.9742.94 43.02
5.17 42.77 42.84
6.47 42.97 43.07
5.98 42.93 43.01
5.92 42.90 42.98

6.78

8.83

42.83
41.85

42.95
42.18

T E2 E4

.94
U

45.01
,

46.46
6.28 44.70 44.94
6.24 44.65 44.89
6.21 44.68 44.92
8.41 44.13 44.73
6.7844.52 44.81
9.58 43.13 43.84
8.5744.01 44.63
8.37 44.08 44.66

10.0742.18 42.87 ?
14.56
r E2 E4
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H

=75,

Continued
o

r

Obs. band

z Em. band
Q-

O
It

t-*

ss

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

r

I

.29
R

40.49
41.04

2.89 40.?8 40.80
2.89 40.72 40.74
2.83 40.69 40.71
3.27 40.99 41.01

3.04 40.84 40.
86

3.4441.06 41.09
3.2440.9440.96
3.23 40.93 40.95
3.46 41.04 41.07
3.81 41.18 41.22
T E2 E4

.64
V

42.45
43.52

5.06 42.78 42.89
5.04 42.73 42.83
4.97 42.72 42.84
6.35 43.OO 43.O8
5.44 42.78 42.90
6.9343.0443.06
6.38 42.99 43.06
6.32 42.95 43.03
7.30 42.89 42.89

9.79 41.66
TE2 E4

1.05
B

43.99
45-55

6.62 44.16 44.33
6.58 44.

11 44.27
6.46 44.

14 44.29
9.04 43.4343.90
7.15 43.96 44.17
10.4742.29 42.43 ?

9.04 43.38 43.83
8.80 43.47 43.85
10.6341.59 41.62 ?

15.30
T E2 E4

1.5u

46.23
48.22

7.76 45.65 46.14
7.7045.63 46.12

7.56 45.6846.14
11.3242.58 41.81 ??

8.35 45.09 45.73
14.30
11.2442.5642.00 ??

10.7342.92 43.09 ?
12.96
17.73
T E2 E4
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H = 98
o

Obs. z a =•1 ss 4 6 7 8 9 10 t

band Em. o

band

V .25 2.22 2.33 2.23 2.22 2.36 2.57 T
B 39. 90 40. 39 40.26 40.36 40.27 40.27 40.37 40.51 E2

40.30 40.39 40.30 40.30 40.40 40.54 E4

.53
42.

4.20 4.52 4.27 4. 24 4.81 6.08 T
u 99 43. 92 43.25 43.34 43.28 43.25 43.33 43.06 E2

43.34 43.46 43.37 43.34 43.46 43.33 E4

R .27
40.

2.38 2.50 2.35 2.35 2.50 2.74 T
V 39. 79 31 40.20 40.30 40.18 40.17 40.28 40.41 E2

40.19 40.29 40.16 40.15 40.27 40.41 E4

.59
41. 96 42.

4.57 4.95 4.58 4.53 5.19 6.76 T
B 97 42.61 42.71 42.60 42.56 42.62 42.31 E2

42.66 42.78 42.65 42.61 42.70 42.42 E4

.94
44. 43

6.44 7.33 6.56 6.41 7.71 11.14 T
U 45. 88 44.59 44.47 44.56 44.50 43.91 38.21 E2

44.85 44.84 44.82 44.75 44.34 37.74
??

E4

I .29 2.50 2.63 2.48 2.47 2.65 2.92 X
R 39. 91 40. 46 40.43 40.51 40.38 40.37 40.49 40.64 E2

40.46 40.54 40.41 40.40 40.52 40.66 E4

.64
41.

4.86 5.31 4.89 4.83 5.59 7.49 T

V 87 42. 94 42.63 42.75 42.62 42.58 42.63 42.19 E2

42.74 42.87 42.73 42.68 42.75 42.16 E4

l.Oj
43. 41

6.92 8.02 6.92 6.73 8.14 11.71 T
B 44. 97 44.04 43.87 44.00 43.92 43.24 36.78 E2

44.23 44.13 44.17 44.08 43.52 35.93
??

E4

1.5
45. 65 47. 64

8.67 10.94 8.60 8.22 9.92 13.57 T
u 44.99 42.79 44.95 45.08 42.63 E2

45.69 45.63 45.67 43.39 E4
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H = 120
o

r

Obs. z

band Em.
band

q =1 SS 4 6 10
o

v .25 1.82 1.91 2.10 XT

B 39.46 39.97 39.85 39.94 40.10 E2

39.89 39.98 40.13 E4

.53 3.43 3.69 4.96 T
u 42.55 43.48 42.95 43.06 42.95 E2 I

42.95 43.08 43.11 E4

1
R .27 1.94 2.04 2.24 X

V 39.35 39.87 39.77 39.87 40.00 E2

39.76 39.86 39.99 E4

.59 3.73 4.04 5.52 T
B 41.52 42.53 42.27 42.40 42.18 E2

42.29 42.42 42.25 E4

.94 5.26 5.99 9.10 X
u 43.99 45.44 44.49 44.51 40.14 E2

44.66 44.73 40.84 E4

I .29 2.04 2.15 2.38 T

R 39.47 40.02 40.01 40.08 40.22 E2
40.04 40.11 40.24 E4 .

'

.64 3.97 4.33 6.12
1

T !
V 41.43 42.50 42.48 42.40 42.06 E2 i

42.34 42.48 42.13 E4

1.05 5.65 6.55 9.56 T
B 42.97 44.53 43.95 43.96 38.55 E2

44.05 44.12 39.13 E4

1.5 7.08 8.94 11.08 X
u 45.21 47.20 45.60 44.59 37.53 E2

4-5.99 45.33 37.19 E4
??



APPENDIX IV

REVISED COLORS OF ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES

CORRECTED COLORS FROM OBSERVATIONS

After the study of galactic evolution and cosmology

described above was completed, a reinterpretation of Johnson’s

(1966a) observations of colors of galaxies was made by G. de

Vaucouleurs, and communicated to the author.

The observed colors of elliptical galaxies were

revised by applying corrections for aperture size and internal

color distribution, Galactic absorption, and redshift. Also,

NGC 4168 was excluded from the mean since it is a dwarf

elliptical and consequently slightly bluer than the others

(de Vaucouleurs, 1961). The means of the corrected colors

obtained by de Vaucouleurs for four giant elliptical galaxies

are tabulated below, with the uncorrected means for compar-

ison.

104

Color U-V B-V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

Mean-for 5 obser-

ved E galaxies
(Johnson, 1966a)

1.56 1.02 0.92 1.6? 2.23 3.04 3.48

Corrected mean

for 4 gE galaxies
(de Vaucouleurs)

1.296 0.909 0.850 o00vm•r4 1.919 2.803 3.^33
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The corrected colors are shown (dotted line) in Figure 5, and

the corresponding absolute energy distribution in Figure 7*

The corrected mean U-V and B-V agree well with the

values obtained by de Vaucouleurs (I96I) for gE galaxies,

1.35 and 0.89, respectively, also corrected to zero redshift

and galactic absorption.

COMPARISON WITH COMPUTED SEQUENCES

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the above revision

seriously affects the agreement between observed and computed

U-V. For the far infrared colors, the discrepancies are not so

serious because of the wide scatter in observed colors and the

difficulties of the measurements. Agreement between observed

and computed B-V, V-R, and V-I is improved by this revision.

None of the galactic evolution sequences constructed

as described in Chapter II showed, at any age, good agreement

with all the observed E properties listed in Table 3* if U-V as

low as 1.30 or 1.35 were required. However, the considerations

in Chapter IV suggested that a change in the assumed initial

9
stellar composition might reduce the computed U-V at 12 x 10

years sufficiently. This possibility was tested by computing

a sequence with the same stellar birthrate parameters as E2,

but with four important lower main seauence stars moved to

positions with log T greater by .06. The calculations of
e

Demarque and Larson (1964) indicate that this change would

take place if the composition were changed either by reducing
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Xby about 0.1, or by reducing Zby about 0.015* Also, the

more recent relations between log T
, BC, and colors (Johnson,

1966b) were used for these four stars. The resulting colors

9
at 12 x 10 years were all lower than those in sequence E2.

Below are tabulated these reductions in color, and the reduct-

ions required to sequence E 2 to bring it into agreement with

the revised observations.

Changing log T for four stars can be expected to
C

give only a very crude indication of the possible effects of

changing the composition of all the stars in the galaxy.

The test shows that U-V could be reduced to the observed value

by a smaller change in composition than that tried. The very

low mass star (0.05 M ) that is the most important contributor
©

in the J,K, and L bands was not changed in the test, since

the calculations of Demarque and Larson do not apply to it,

so a discussion of possible changes in the far infrared

cannot be given at present.

A more detailed attempt to obtain final colors in

agreement with the corrected observations should be made, by

changing the assumed initial composition. It appears likely

from the above rough test that this attempt would be success-

Color U-V B-V V-R V-1 V-J V-K V-L

Reduction In test .53 .17 .10 .17 COH
• .19 .18

Reduction needed .31 .03 .01 .01 .27 .43 .19



ful. The raagnitude-redshift relations would be altered,

but the history of the sequence computed in the rough test

indicates that the changes would be small and would not affec

the qualitative conclusions drawn in Chapter IV.
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